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ABSTRACT
i
l
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' •. 1 \l

This research examines some ways in which ~1Olll'cl'~material is int\~preted 1.0~~l~Ufe painting .

., These interpretations will be explored from lty,O pd(litions in }Xlinting. For my !,IPutposes, these, ,

positions will be termed opticality and tactility" I will t'lgue tlun opticf.,lity C(mstit~ltesa privileged

approach to painting in Western visual. traditltm. My\general position is ii~accordance with a"

l>1X1CiflCfeminist view;1.·hich Hnks opticality to CI~n patriarchal values. iwi!l identify and discnss
\ .

y;ulous ways in which tactility in painting may chalIengt,\ tIte primacy of opticality.

Ref"'l'l!nCewin be made to ~th hist.t'lt'ical and cor,\rum~y painting. Al' .m.x~ussionwill involve

the .na.\ing and the ~k,ving dt the W"jtK. S~ial attenti~'l will be given to 10Ci'1tingV'alues of

op\ti~ality and/or tacti)Z\!:y in sel«:ted stiJl-life pam~jngs by \xmtemporaty South At:~icanartists ..
\ \ ~.

Marion Amold. Keith h1ietrich and Penelope Si~is. I will also discuss these appn'laChes with

reference to my practical 'fork.
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PREFATORY NOTE

A r~t <!i'llit of this disserta.tion was completed after a series of paintings for this t'eSe3tCh had been

executed. The ideas g\merated by the theory seemed ~. :l'e to i)e so rich, multiple and varied that
I felt a need to develop these concepts further practically. 'r. t accc' ...·us for what may be pereeived

as a radical sluft or ,F~ndstage' in my practical wort. for ml~"I. tHever. this development was
". (f ' 1,

not so much a shift ~ an ongoing. unfolding of the research Pl'OI:e,<IS,evidence of me relationship

between theoty and pkctice.
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INTRODUCTION

While still-life painting tended to be a predominant conCern in my tlJK:krgraduate years, it was not

until I embarked upon this post-graduate study that I became aware of some issues asscx:iated with

it Still-life is an anti-heroic genre, histcrically considered 'lesser' than other classical genres

because it deals with the 'commonplace, the ordinary. the trivial." Still-life, ptUticularly flower

painting. has historically been associated with wo~ell.2 In my own work, still-life offered the

potential to create an intimate, domestic environment. The objects r used &S reference were usually

decorative and had personal significance. I used thdn as personal ;neUQhOrs.

My perticuler brand or' still-life painting provoked criticisms which prompted this research~

Comments such as 'it has no focus or tension, there's no place to rest the eye, too decorative, not

enough form' and words such as 'biuy,' 'knitting' and 'panem-like' pointed to 'problems' in my

approach to painting. These criticisms puzzled me. I began to quesdon-some criteria which seem

to govern our appreciation and evaluation of artworks. TIwugh this research, I' CJiscovered that

criteria fot" these criticisms are tooted in modernist formalism.3 This approach, which I believe

privileges j~aticality. has become .naturalized and dominates our appreciation of painting'S.

Whilst researching for my proposal, !tie concerns of the so-celled Utopian French feminists Helene

Cixous and Luce Irigaray struck m~i as particularly aPIJl'Ot,rlate to my needs in painting," Their

fluid, metaphorical and lyrical ap(>roach seemed to support what I had been doing, albeit

unconsciously, in my t">ainting praktice.' Reading their wOrks, as well as other feminist' and

postmodemist cultura critics,7 ~l!;oome to locate the origins (.If these criticisms.

These writings also affected my structuring of this thesis. I purposely inter..veave multiple

discourses, spec~lative ideas and ;nimary research in its textual fabric.

My researcf examines two approaches to still-life painting: {)ptic~llity and tactility. For my

purposes, opticality will be associated with painting in which the discourse of the gaze and mastery

of medium are primary. Th~ gaze indicates a vision generally associated with detachment and

objectivity. Norman Bry~on dt.fmes it as "...prolonged, contemplative, yet regarding the field of

vision with a celtain aloofness and disengagement, across a tranquil interval ... It. Mastery of

medium invoJyes a kind of control of medium. This is often manifest in illusionistic renderings

where the surface is significantly 'smooth! Traces of llutographic mark are minimized so as not

to disrupt the pfuu~ibiJity of the illusion. However, mastery may also be associated with modernist

formalism. Whilst. the latter counters iUusiohism through assertion of medium (amongst other



things) - it advocates 'heroic' control of expressive leal and resistant medium.'

I will argue that a combination of the gaze ami mastery of medium" may facilitate a viewing

-.yhk;t\'involves control and possession. However. vision and opticality are not always the same

thing. Percepti"Jn in the visual arts is obviously visual, My argument is \.hat a specific combination

of the gaze and mastery of medium. encourages a vision 'HIhichI term optica/ity.

0ptica1ity often valorizes totalizing values such as those of 'presence.' Colin Richards defines

presence as "...that whkh is obvious, a determinable and determinate, framed, 'given" noting that

it m~yhe associated with values such as ....:achieved unity', autonomy, closure. singularity,

completeness (tmality} ... "u In dominant (onus 0(,Wes~ representation1 .. 'optically given

presence' is privileged and equated. with knowledge!3 Wis likely that modernist formalism's

privi~eging of the eye OW($ much to this dominance,

lri~tay~ Cixous identify presence with phallocer~sm, 14 holding that it structures knowledge

in terms 6.?ngerual to male domination. Generally aligning myself with this position, I wil1ltrgue «
that opticality may be identified with patriarchal values. Tactility becomes the 'other' of opticality -

a constellatiol~. of qualities with the potential to disrupt and challenge opticality's primacy.

1'herelation betw~n opticality and tactility is not simple. Whilst bot.h are inscribed in and depend

on each other, they\als\) differ.Is In my paintings I foreground tactility. However, I will discuss

them (by and large) separately to make dense and complex material more acressible.

The genre of still-life connects these positions. While my emphasis is on contemporary still-life

painting, I will refer to historical exampres of the still-life genre. panicul&ly tbe 17th century

European tradition. These examples are appropriate to my discussion both tbematicall!' and

stytistiC(iUy. Their extreme opticality bas a beal1ng not only on contemporary South African stiU-

life painting - as I shalt reveal USh'lgexamples of Keith Dietrich's work - oot on the criteria often

used \(1 determine quality in painting. In varying ways, other South African silll-life painters such

as Mal+:m Arnold and Penelope Siopis present altiinative possibilities to this optical tradition.

These artistS work in ways which acknowledge and challenge values I associate with opticality.

In Chapters 1 and 2, 1 will review opn~.ality. showing how it has been manifest and valorized In

Western visual art in general, In Chapter ~.~Jshall briefly discuss pictorial conventions of EUl'OpC8n

171h century still-life patnung, malcing some use of Norman Bryson's writings." I will argue the

gaze t.o be mfoptical vision which dis~ances rutiS!. ~td viewer" from the picture. suppressing the
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bolY within it to pro9.UCC a •dis.:~ .A:iied' perception. When this gaze is c01ilbi.ned with a parucular

!dnd of mastery of. inectinm, V.~ization (pictorial unity)l!! is often empha.siz¢d. Tbis may
encourago the viewer to perceivf,~ the W~}lS a 'given absolute.' Such subject-object ~ization

inviteS control and possessioQl through sight. While I begin with traditional European still~!We

conveneons to reveal feanaes .)f opticality, I will go on in Chapter 2 to draw attention to m~

fonntilism's reification of th( ~:r~ahd advocacy of 'Values of presence. I'

In Chapter 4, I sbili indicate some of the challenges to the status of opticality ,!Wgented by a

number of 20th century ;;u1tural critics. particularly the fernwists alrea:ly ml",llti;}il'!':4.'I'bese

feminists identify the gaze £IS a male vision. Perception is II(;[e inscribed· with pa.tri.archal power

relations, In their writings. Irigaray and Cixoes stress H ... ~e/COfPOl'eIl sensitiVities. multiple

focused perception ..."lO resisting what they term pbaUocentrism in languase. Rt'$istance is

proposed througb a femile speech constructed on what they SIgUe to be the multiple, plural ~,

openended nature of female sexuality. I will attempt to re1ale these writings to paitlting pmctice.

while recognizing the difficulties of applyiJ'lg Jiterary criticism fO the visual w.

\\

In Chapter 3 various ways in which tactility involves the body will be exp!ored. I will argue 'that
a comNnation of some, if not all. of the fonowing qualities assert sensory responses other than

sight and may liberate a sense of bodily involvement These qualities include: sp~ific ways of

engag~ent with the medium (textural articuIation) where evidence of w~ is decl~r...a. an
excess of detail and decfntion. repetition. fragmentation. indetenni~y and dispersal (the infmit.e,

openended - 'unfocussed,') the 'unfixed,' interaction between :be visible and the hidden (interior

and exterior space, concealing and revealing.) I wUllink these with Cixous' 'I.maginary' - a pre-

linguistic state of infm!tiie fusion with the mother. In this way~.the body shall be considered a site

of resistance 10 opticwity.

As Uryson notes, the body has been suppressed inWestern visual &"1. It seems then that assertion

of the body, particularly the femllle body. is necessary to r~!st this ~on. While I am '
" \

cautious not to promote a body/mind split, in this respect I bt. :eve that

.....women have alw.ys been forced 10 exist within the cracks of the ruling structure, experiencing
themselves, 'only fut.gmentarily as waste or excess in the little-structured margins of 8. dominant
ideology. lull

()

Psychoanalytic views on art are relevant to this discussion. Some of these will be touched on in

Chapter 4 to suggest further ways in which a painting may be perceived through assertion and/or

suppression of the body,

3



suppression of the body <

o
In my primary theoretical reseasch, f shall examine selected works by the three <:ootemporaty South

African still·life painters already mentioned. Examples of paintings by each arti.'It will be used to

determine how my defmitions of opticality and tactility may be borne out. Their works ap.pear to

represent tllree different positions in relation to these approaches. Whilst these approaches are never

~0so1ute. the$~artists come close to the extremes of my definitioHs. Paintings by Siopis will be
(r")

discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. In Chapters 5 and 6,!1 three artists will be giver. attentiOl;, Their
paintings shall be compared with each other an~~Nith my own approach to painting in Ct.apl;er 7.

<f"

AU three artists self-consciously question the tradition of still-life, which generally excludes the

human figure. Both Siopis and Dietrich combine the buman figure with still-life objects and Arnold

combines objects with landscape. Differences between these artist's treatment of &Js rela~"ely

'unconventiona1~ Si;in~lifesubject nlWer will be pointed to. These works will be examined from
, t
within a broad disCOurse, The construction of meaning through processes of production and

consumption, the role of discourse in the production of meaning. the artist's ir.wntion~ and
contemporary writings will all be considered,"

I found it easier in my painti~lgsthan inmy writing to evoke the fluidity characteristic of Cixous'
Ii

and Irigaray's writing; Pu~ scholarly writing is predicated on the very principles qf logicality

and linearity their writing cbaiJenges. Much as I would have liked to write more poeUcally or

metaphorically, r felt compelled to proceed in a more detached academic style.

However. this style is not without some strategic disruptions. Whilst I will integrate the written text

and illustrations to support my interaction between the verbal and the visual, inclusion of

reproductions of details throughout is intended to disrupt the text and reflect my concern with the

detail/fragment. Here and there I will shift between different paces of writing style: alternating

brisk, concise, factual passages with slower passages of descriptive and speculative detail. In this

way and by mixing primary research with discussion of other theoretical concepts now and then,

I hope to evoke verbal equivalents for qualities found in the paintings. Occasional repetition of

ideas 8n" images is intended to encourage a relatively non-linear reading of the text. Given the
complexity and density of the material, some important information is placed in the endnotes. I feel

this enriches the mIDD text and is not always subordinate to it. To disrupt the text further. I '.vill
\l

use the generic term 'she' to refer to both male and female subjects. Howeve.: in some instances ~

e.g. in specific hutorical cases ~ the term 'he' (indk.ated in scare quotes) will be used. In these

instances the fact that the subject was assumed to be male is important to my argument. Through

4
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·'...pre-conceptual, non-appropriative openness to ~le and to objects,~ the other within and
o~tsidl.\ them...[to] juxtapoa{e} ~nediation and narrAtive. literal and fantastic imfi8e8, past at¥!
present;\\OOIlCrete detail and htcantatory flow.;" 15
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)
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1. Bryson. N. 'Ch¢n and the Text of Still-Life" Crilical L'1quiry Vot.1S No.1 Autumn 1988-9. pp 228-9.

'2. Flower painting. which originated as a bnlIlch of still-life painting in Europe in the 16th aad 17th centuries.
developed as a common genre for women. Flowers were used as metaphors for morality and maJtality. De1Ipite the
complexity of their' ~yn1wlic meanings, these wah were accordc:d secondary status. They were coosidemd as
'ii1:ellcc~;flundei'rl6lllfuJg' a.~ 'suited to womeu's sensibility" «e<b.) Parker. R.lIlld Pollock, O. Old Mistresses:
W';~14 AIt and Ideology p 54.)

3. Modc.'lJi~mwill be predominantly identLlled with the writir.gs of C1,~ment Greenberg and Mi::bael ,fried. In ch,
2. I·...ill also refer to the writings of Harold Rosenberg. 1 recognize dial although ("Jteel1betg's position constitutu
a particl1lar - ix'oadly adhered to • aspect of ~ernilom, the latter cannot be so monolithically defined. Predominant
wiltings 10 which 1 will refer inc:\t~ ,Creenbetg, C. Art :'-00Culture; (ed.) Hancock. G. The N~w A.tt; KWlpit, D.
B-,Clement Greenberg, Art C'riticaltd f:lied, M. 'Art and Objecthood' (eds.) Philipson. M.lU!d GOOd. P. J. ~\e.at.'teticl
T~u: pp 214-239.

4. Tle writings of French feminist Julia Kri~teva are related to those of lrlga::ay and Cixous. Kristeva however takes
a pooitl.on iesa woman-centred than tlJat of the latter feminists. She studies tl1a1e avant-garde wliters, arguing that
they have access to a pre-linguistic energy she terms the 'semiotic,' spealdng of a .....dialectic between the ex.plo$ive
energies of the semiotic and the structures of official discourse ..." whatever the geuder. (Jones, A. It. 'Inscribing
Femininity: French T~ of the Feminine' (eds.) Greene, O. and Kahn, C. Malting A DiffererJCe: ~
Utgary Ctiticiam p 89.) Interestingly. Kristeva has applied these theories to the vi&u:it arts. (See roc instance
Kristeva, J. ~ in Language: A Semiotic APf!!!l!Ah to LitcrabJre an<l Art New Y(lrlc: Cdumbia University Press.
1980.) Whilst she may have seemed an obvious r~.ce in relation to my concerns, I :will discuss the writings of
Cixous and Irlga::ay for the following reasons, They propose a SCJlually specific l~ati"'l11 between women atld
language, .exemp~U'ying how women's "bodily impulses might deform and transform," (Jones, A. R. Ibid. P 90.
Emphasis my OWlL) I relate to the way they express a powerful form of body politics in poetic l~. Their.
writings offer the potential to relate this body polities t.o my own painting practice. . .

S. This practic~ indudes the artist's involvement, the viewer's position and respective theoretical writings regarding
thewO!:k.

6. These feminists include Griselda Pallock. Rozika Parl;er. Mary Kelly aM Kate Linker.

1. In particular, these include Owens. C. 'The Discourse of Others: Feminists and Postmodemism' (t.'d.) FOI;ter, H.
~\nti-Aesthetic: Essays >onPostmodem Culture pp S7-8~ a:.d ""thoxs featured in (ed.) WalliJ, l:~.Art Aflel
Modernism. Rethinking RS:P!3'sentlrtioll.

8. Bryson, N. VisiOfl :md Paintin..,&.:The Lggic of the Gaze p 94. Foucault refers to the 'clinical gaze' in a l)jstorical
account of medical innovation'in the ClasmClll Age. Scientific experi menllWon is "...identified with the doil:lain of
the C'I/,tcfulgaze, and of an empirical vigilance receptive only to the evidence oqllisible contents. 'I'h6 eye bet.'9mes
the dtpository and source of clarity," (Foucault, M. The Birth of the Oinic: An ArcbacoIogy of MedicaJ.~~
p xili.) Ce:rt:sin feminists refer to an 'erotic gaze'. Mulvey identifies this gaze as an active, mutering look used 'hy
fue male spectator to 'objectify' woman as passive subject as portrayed within narrative film conventions. (Mulve)'.
L. ·Vi.ual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema' Wallis, B.!2!!!:. pp 361-13.)

9. See further Kelly, M. 'Re-viewing Modernilt Criticism' WaJ.lis, S, ~ pp 87- 103.

10. Throughout the text, the term 'opticalily' will refer to one or b::>thof the \lities.

11. Richards, C. P. 'Excess ,UI Transgression: Reducing Smac:e 10 Depth in the Still-Life painting of Penelope
Siopi.s.' 6aand Social Change p 73.

12. Here and in ch, 1 reference to representation will be in accordance with its common definition as visual
repreaentation. In ch, 5 certain postmodernist writings which offer a critique of representation will be examined.

13. For an account of how empiricism has influenced Western thinking, see for instance Jay, M. 'In the Empire of
the Gaze: Foucault at1f.( the Denigrati\,.f' of ViaOtt in Twentieth Century Thought' H<lY,D. C. FOIICllult: A Critical
~ pp 115·204. See also his 'Scopic Regiror.s of Modernity' (ed.) Foster, H. 'y!'!~n and Visuali!y pp 3-29.

14. Defined as the "...structuring of man lIS the central reference poin~)pf thought, and of tb('· i"i.allus as the symbol
of sociocultural authority ... " (Jones, A. R. Ibid. p 80.)

15. This is perh8ps not unliiCe the contemporary feminist problem of gender. In eXl,loring tlris issue, writers such
as Cixous and higi.lt-iY (amongst others) advocate equality whilst recognizing difference.
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16. Regrettably BrySOil's most ~ bot:lf OIl sti,ll-li!c;.;4!ntillii,---::l..gokin& at_t!,le0verI0aked: Four &say! OIl Still
Ufe Painlipg London: RC!lktioll&oks Ltd., 19Wfr,ruy became avaiLtble to me aftor a final draft of this di.escrrtadon . "
had been comPleted.. No doubt this ~ ~d be ~.Ibrtinent to my fesem:h. but due to time restrictiou imfortunatd.y
had to be omitllld. . 71

11. "Acknowledging tb.tt tt.o terms 'artist' and 'viewer' axe not 'fixed' ~ories.

18. 'throughout the Ie:r.t, totalization wilt be identified with values of ~'~, as defined by RicIW'ds. (Richlrds,
C.? !I;!&.) '")

'::'J9. See Pollock. G. Vision and DiffetenciFen:ininity, Ferni.niBm and Hiatoriel of Alt for .. hls'nical. acco~t of
bow opticality has been manifest in the visual arts since the Renaiuance. Kelly olltlinel tiff ~t formali&t
orientation towards optical values in 'Re-viewing Modmliat Criticism. '(,Kelly, M. ~~ PaJ.fun.)
20. Jones, A. ~. !t!!hp 84.

21. By this J mean evidence of p.roceta (au~~c mark) Ihrpugh which the wa:k was creat.ed.

22. Hewiaoo, R. 'The Body Politic' Future TetIJC:~~ For tile NinetieI!.p 144. Quo1lclmgaray, L. 'Thia Se;t

Which Is N~f One' (ed&.) Marb, E. and de COUItivron.I. New French Femin;iJms:!Mt Anlh<>log}! p 104.

23.' I will conaidCl' the intentions of IheIe ;unStl - as delennined from inlrll'Yiew•• published and unpublisbod written
maIIcrlal on their work - with respect to the relevance of anutic intention in critical inletplelatio:t.

24. As Kelly claims, the reading of an ~tic text is I1lways sub[]u:d to H... calculaled pra::tices of reviewing.·'
publishing, and exhibiting art f« a specific public..: (Ke1Iy. M.l!?i P 88.)

25. Joms. 1>_ R. ru.£!. p 89.
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7/CHAn'ER 1

"VISION DISEMBODIED, VISION DECARNAUZEDUl

"... the Gaze takes the body and returns it in altered form, as prociuct 00t never as
P"I'XIUCtion.of work; it posits the body only as content, never as source ... the eye
contemplates the world alone, in severance Irom the material bOOy of labour: the
body 1.<; redueed, ••to its optical anatomy ..."z

.'In thi~ Cllaf,t,~r I win explor~ some features of opticality, showing bow these ar~,mani(e.~t in
I'

Western vism\l irarution by examining examples of 17th century European still-life peinting/This
~ . \1

genre seems pa"'.\iCUJarij optical. It. encourages extreme subject,oObject relations l]etweell viewer and

painting. As Bryson notes

"'fhe power to immobilize ... to objectuy everything in th~visual field belongs to the
gau; of still-life ...duality and contradiction between sUbject and Il'~jecti'l somethi."lg
f:!:r",ditiom.J] still-life explores to its outer limit,"

(~)C~

However Bryson cautions that while this is generally the case, inherent, in traditional stlll7,Ufe

painting is a fundamental ambiValeri'1:illie very subject matter of still-life can en~urage empathy ~;

and identification, as it often aepi~bfood and domesticity - themes of familiarity, warmth,

hOSPj~ty and n~uns....' hmyut.~.spite o~w~~rmal Charac~erlstiCSwhich m~y diS~\r% the Vi~er, \,,:_,
the subject tn:!l!(;,>of the traditional Still-life !Y~the potential to reduce subject-object boumlaries.

As Bryson comm~"tS. the balance between ,~ polJs is precarious." This concept of ambiv.&].ence

is one which I will elaborate 00 in this chapter. If 'Weaccept Bryson's concept. t,octility mpaintings

is possible. il\

As explained in my introduction. vision is not synonymous with opticality. However in Western

thinking, vision is historically privileged as "...the most discrimineting and lrustworthy of the
-,

sensual mediators between man ami dIe world."' Ocularcentrism dates back to antiquit~. J~~e

qallop connects the conceptual realm with vision, as the Greek word 'theoria' is derived from

"Ot';pros' (spectator) and from 'thea' (a viewing.)6 Historically, vision's supeno:tity is advocated

by many theorists. These inciude Goethe, who pronounces vision as the "noblest sense" as

distinguished from the "baser, coarser" sense of rolJch and Schiller. who claims that me
"intellectual" senses of vision and bearing are superior to the "primitive animal senses" that depend

on contact with materials.' Hegel champions vision because of its det~~ment and "theoretical

relation to objects" and Descartes proposes a spectsrorial split between a detached, contenl.[)lative

o

I~
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subject and object viewed," Knowledge in Western culture is predicated 0.'1 difference: to 'know'

is to observe an objectified 'other' through sight.

As Martin Jay notes, sight is Otten considered the 'master sense' of the modem era," He

comments thatl.he visual contribution to knowledge • althoug~ more metaphorically than literally·

is credited with far more importance than any other sense," Common English words such as
insight, perspective, overview, farsighted etc. testify to this.tz

In Western culture vision is associated witt. both religious symbolism and the quest for secular

knowledge. The visionary search for illumination is frequently linked with the rhetoric of light and

daIk. This is mUStr8ted by proverbs such as 'seeing the light' and 'what you see is what you get.'

Darkness and the inability to see is often associat..... with the irrational,') ignorance and evil.

Proverbs such as 'igtlOJ:f..nce is the night of the mind: 'il the blind lead the blind both shall fall into
;.....- '1

the ditch' etc. convey this.

Historically vision is linked with maleness. Sigmund Freud genders this rhetoric of light with the

mate. darkness with the'~. male. He refers to ff...'lllalesexuality as ,"...the dark continent" of

psycbology," As the example of Oedipus demonstrates, the fear' of blindness is connected to the

,fear of cestration." Freud considers voyeurism and scopophilia to be a male orientaUiCl' 16 This

suggests that in Western culture, values associated with vision are not neutral; knowledge,

rationality and SRnity are gendered as male. It may be assumed that blindness - with its associations

of darkness, irrationality and inssl'!ity - is its feminine 'other,'

In 17th century Dutch culture, 'true' knowledge is linked to empirical obscrvad.or!.t7 In tile

physical sciences, the visible world is ordered according to a system of taxonomic classification.

The 'scientific' gaze fOrIQs a tiretes<;visual er.plonv:ion whereby the existence of the external world
t\ .

C3l1 be 'proved:!8 Science's task is to sook 'truth' through observation, t,t;~enl a 'factual,'
( \

'objective' account of appearances. In this case 'seeing is belif;ving.' • ( )
. I
I,,)

in this culture "•.•the eye [is] a central means of self-representation and visual experience a central

mode of self-consciousness."! In Dutch still-llfe painting, objects are displayed" ...not for use,

or as a result of it, but for the attentive eye.tt:lll Several writers, specifically Svet1ana Alpers,

comment on the optical emphasis of these paintings. Alpers points to <;:ert'l),1tl subtle yet noteworthy

differences between the Northern (Dutch) and Southern (Italian/Spal'lish) still-life U""litt"ns. I will

briefly review those differences which have a bearing on the contemporary still-life paintings to

be discussed later. To contextualize her writings, some general points about ".le develcpmcut of the

9



still-life tradition need to be made.

Before the 17th certury, still-life motifs were used as subsidiary elements e.g. on mural paintings

from the late Hellenistic period. on Greek pouery and in Roman mosaics. Before the Renaissance.
still·life motifs formed components of portrait~ or religious works. TIle autonomous still-liie

developed ill the 1600's with Spain and Holland becoming the major centres of production. II I'
Ii

Alpers argues that the traditiOIiS developed in these centres offer different ways of Victuring the

world. zz in the Southern still- life tradition, the viewer actively looks out at • world as its

commanding presence. Man is generally given pivilege. In the Dutch approocb, II world-

assumed to be prior to man - 'is made visible and is seen.':n Concern is with mirroring nature

'exactly' and 'unseleetively.' Alpers terms Southern art as 'narrative' as opposed to the Dutch an
of 'describing. ,:14

Fig. 1 de Zurbararl, F. Still-Life with Lemons. Orges and a Cy.pof W~ (1633.)

Still-Li'e with Lemons, Orange§! and" CURof W~ (de Zurbaran, F. 1633) (Fig. 1) will be
I

used as Iitypical example of the Southern tradition. This pmr.Ung epitomil:cs values I associate with
, :Opticality.

Medium is mastered in a way which relies on a 'smooth' surface to create:. credible illusion. The

10
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spectator's gaze is not disturbed by w)1at Bryson terms "[t]he work of prOOuction..."26 'He'

surveys the scene from a singular. prime viewpoint," This viewpoint is enhanced by a single

lightsource, Objects are convUK..ilgly bound by their relation to one another and by the pict.cJial

frame. At the same time, their self-sufficienc~ is established through eqmU spacing between each

object and clear' tigure-ground delineation. This arranget'lent of forms emphasizes concerns of

balance and order. Such symmetry and frontality indicates that the artist is aware of the viewer's

presence, suggesting that the scene bas been deliberately arranged for 'his' benefit, This 'tf!ealrical'

quality emphasizes t"'~viewer's position as commanding subject.

Fig. '2. van Beyererl, A. Still·Life with a Silvtlt Wine Jar and a Reflected Portrait of the Artist (Dat4 uncited.)

Alpers compares this Southern emphasis on control and consequential' ...summation or closure,,;a

with tbe Dutch use of 'microscopic vision.' This microscopic tendellcY to display multiple surfaces
is linked with Dutch practice of 'opening' objects to make their construction visible, so that

knowledge might be gained from empirical observation.29 The external view, inside andIor

underside of objt;cts is often shown. A typical example is ~till~lifC1with @ SUm Wine Jar Md .I!

Reflected Portrait of the Artist (van Beyeren, A. Date uncited.) (Fig. 2) Many objects are depicted

in comparison to de Zurbaran's emphasis on singularity. The pared lemon - a characteristic Dutch

emblem - contrasts with de Zurbaran's depiction of lemons as whole, graspable forms. Meat is als(i

11
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cut to reveal both outer skin and inner flesh."

Fragmentati~ is further suggested by the way light is represemed a,l', configuratioilS of marks, This
\1 I,)

creates multiple 'Iocal points: which may invite the viewer's eye to flicker across the surface.

\ Dutch artists deliberately chose to render o."lj~ts with rei1t'J;<.ivt'.surfaces such as glass and metal.1/ " -: ...- ..
. As the title indicates, the surface of w~jug acts as a mirror M reflecting a self-portrait of the arust.

He looks atilthe viewer/himselflooking at the painting. Microscopic vision makes differe)1ces
ff

between the above painting ~Idde Zurbaran' s more profound. The surfaces of objects are described
II

with heightened visual att4.~tiveness to detail and texture. The depicted world seems to exleri'd~ ,

beyond the fra."l1e.There is't&o one point from which to view the work - a raC~!' which Alpers

believes makes it anti-theerrieel in intent,"

\
H~~ever, this microscopic vision is optical: "[e}ach thing exposes multiple surface!! in order to be

more.' fully present to the eye. ,,32 This visinn may be related to the scientific g&~ which makes

knowledge visible, knowl1.and possessible i.e, present through representation. As no actual physical
rupture of the surface's mirror-like smoothness OCCtiTS, this fragmentation is an illusion· an optical

effect - obtained through mastery of medium.

AlbeitJn differing ways, both Spanish and Dutch paintings stress\~muWion of appeanmces. This

emPb~}is on sight may be linked to a philosophy of representatio~ described by Bryson as 'The

N:~turaiAttitude,' Bryson argues that &1 underlying asSUk,_ jen ofWestem c~'!11....1tradition is that

me painter's goal is to achieve a 'perfect' replication of a pre.e1istIDg realitt :4 The image is

required to approxirriatc an. 'Bssential Copy' of IUWU'e.3S In the attempt to create this 'perfect'

replica of what the eye perr.eives, the painl~ is req:'.ired to minimize what Bryson terms .....the

body of labour ... ,,36 as indication of the process by which the painting W8.'!l creamd would disrupt '

the plausibility of the illusion.

Bryson notes that in linguistics the term 'deictic' is reserved for "...utterances that contain

infOrmation concerning the locus of utteranee ..."37 He states: "[d]eixis is utterance in carnal form

and pointS back directly ...to the body of me speaker. [it is] self·refl.}xivc.....31 He proposes that
traditional Western or ,.tinting is predicated on the disavow(Ji of del"t.ic reference, S~on of

deixis OCCW':!lin two ways. The first instance is through use of oil paint as an 'emsive'39 medium,

In order to create a foreground-background relation, evidence of surface is initially 'erased' or

covered over. Illusionism obscures this 'ground cover,' Such mastery of medium conceals the

'work of production:' "...stroke conceals canvas, as str()~ conceals stro~.>l4I:IConsequeraly, as

in Dutch 17th century paintings,

12



"Eye, world seen, and picture surface are. ..elided in a matlnt'X that suggests that the
world described is none other than the. world perfectly seen ...IL is as if visual
phenomena are made present without the intervention of a human maker. This is the
tightn~s of the connection m!lde to the eye or to its equivalent. the camera
obscura, ,,·41

Secondly, Bryson comments that as a result of such mastery of medium the tense of Western

tepresenta!ional painting is aoristic i.e. not in the deictic present of the body.4% At no point is the

"...durational ~mporaIity of performance preserved or respected ..."43 allowing paintings produced

under th~ gaze to depict a frozen vision ~ a world 'fixed' according to the artist's!viewer's

perception:

Ii
"In the Founding Perception, the gaze of the painter arrests the flux of phenomena,
contemplates the vi.mal field from a varnage-point outside the mobility of duration.
in an eternal moment of disclosed presen~ while in the moment .,f viewm,. ilie
viewing subject unites his gaze with the Founding Perception, in a perfee; recreation
of that f'1IlIt epiphany.'* ~-:::::::)

This illusionism produces a painting which may distance the spectator - keeping 'him' physically

and mentally 'at arm's len8th:~ Such looking maintains a distance between subject and object,

where the vwwin~ subject

"...looks at things witlwllJ from a field within ~, self. and \ expedencee
discoonoction. ..Hence the marie in nature morte: there is 11(> living bond between the
watcher subject and the objectified field. ,,046 :'

Due to its ~tential 'for objectification. the gaze may be co~Ueroo an a1ienatiI\~. ,-oyeuristic'u

vision, whidl empowers till' viewer to dominate the painting as ,t>bjectified 'other,' ....' As mastering

subject 'he' is authorized to 'possess' the imaged world thrO'olgh looking.<19Bryson terms this

",•.the vision of the Medusa,"so Depicted objects are not only 'actually' lifeless. burt.are rendered

as such through the gaze's power to objectify.

iJ

Bryson notes that the gaze of still-life elso alienate-oS·its viewer in numerous other ways. He

comments that these factors coralline to make the gaze of still·life potentially the most 'letl\al' kind
"of vision in EIJI'Opear!painting. Not (lilly does still-life exclude the human subject, giving preftrence

to inanimate objects, it a1.soexcludes human values such as narrative. Still-life often deals with that

which h'l'Umity has di,q-egarded ~ debris, the insignificant'l Bryson argues that the traditional

still-life's combination of these 'insults· often makes ~ta genre which is ". ..cold, inhuman and

fundamentally inhospitable to [its] mastering subject"S2
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Yet, as I poimed out earlier, despite its potential for objectification, still-life may also invite 'anti-

Medusal' vision; a kind of looking where relations between subject and tlbject are redefined so that

the duality between them is to an extent overcome. Through its themes of food and domesticity,

still-life can return the 'Medusal subject' to the outer world. For instanee. still-life dI~L'i familiar,

everyday objet:ts, which' have not changed over spans of time. The body is dqJendant on the outer

world for existence. Eating creates a break with the objectified world aM the body loses its sense
r;

of separatioo, from it. Nourishment also implies the ritual of the meal, with its associati9~of
interpersonal interaction. As a voyeuristic 'guest' at the still-life table the spectator may be returned

to the social fieid.3'

Optical po:JSeSSion (facili~ by painterly iJ~nisrtl and the gaze) is correlated by J~ Berser

with actual possession ..54 He nO~J) that the development of the easel peinting tradition (± 15(0)

corresponds with the rise of th~art work as commodity.~ This connection between painting' and

possession is echoed by Clement Greenberg. who defines the easel painting as that which .....cuts

the illu.1ion ot, a box-like cavity into the wall behind it.....56 The painting is likened to a fictional
\ i

window in the wall. This 'window' is generally framed. 'C')l)taining' the illusion and reinforcing

the status of the painting as a commodity.

Prior to the development of easel paintinr°paintiIlgs were gerunlly commissioned. and owned by

the state. Large scale works - usually w~ histoJ!~calor religious content - ~ the walls of
~':.::=:~

churches and government buildings." The eaSel' painti(;it~;;nich was generally smaller in scale,

developed to suit the needs of the middl~~~~ese smaller paintings became pOrtable

commodities able to enter the market of capitalist exchange,

The relatioo of optical and actual possession to scale of paintings is a complicated issue. For
instance, a painting which is smaller than tbe body could facilitate physical control or ceuld invite

intimacy. Although it is often assumed that distance is necessary for the 'appreciation' of a larger

scale work - especially one with perspectival illusionism58 - a painting larger than the body eould

conversely encourage bodily identification. depending on its surface articulation." A heighte,ned

degree of textural articulation may encourage the viewer to look at the surface from a !"!:'j,)C

proximity. Ii
II
II

The traditional still-life generally depicts objects which can be possessed in everyday life. With its

anti-heroic character. it is well suited to the middle-class domestic environment. Berger notes that

owning such paintings serve as an extension and affumation of their owner's lifestyle and

affluence, adding that a more appropriate metaphor for these works than that of the Albertian
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'Window' is the metaphor ()ttt ...a safe let into the wall ...in which the viiJlble has been deposited. ..$)

Bryson echoes this i.dea, stating that the still-life table funclions as II••.an exact baron.efer of status

and wealth."61 This is epitomized by the Dutch genre of the 'pronkj still-life which generally

depicts a meal with delicacies set amongst fine glassware and china. These works are cluu"8Cteri.zed

by a show of splendour, ostet)tation and sumptuousness. They vdorize depiction of mateli!l!
'_' ,-

surfaces througb attention to s~ texture and detail. An example is Still-Ufe: wilb a View gf

a River (de Heem, J. D. 1646.) (Fig. 3)61

one hand, the viewer who is not part of the class whose afflu~e is on display is excluded from

the scene. On the other, reference to social division is part of this subject's everyday expep_ence.

In this way, 'he' may be returned to a world of social T"dations.63

))
In this chapter I have tried to link certain feamres of illusionistic still-life painting .. including

,) mastery of medium, presence, the gaze - with possession. In this case, the gaze may be considered

a particularly alienating or discmoorued vision: ~ vision which 'cadaverizes life' through

objectifteation. However to say tWA all paintings produced in this predomilUh'ltly optical i~

adhere to its logic would be 100 neat a conjecture. For example, although Rembra.tldt wOfked in the

Dutch visual tradition, AJpers argues that his use of paint in certain works undermines the power
relations particular to this tradition.
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'window' is the metaphor cf ft ... 8 safe let into the wall ...in whicb the visible has been deposited. otfO

Bryson echoes this idea. slAting that the sti{l-life table functions as "...an exact barome~ of status

and wea1th."6i This is epitomized by the Dutch genre of the 'pronk' stin·life which generally

depicts a meal with delicacies set amongst fine glassware and china. These works are characterized

by a show of splendour, ostentation and sumptuousness. They valorize depiction of material
surfaces through attentiou to surface texture and de~J. An example is Still-Lily Vti.U!J. View of

a River (de Heem, J. D. 1646.) (Fig. 3tJ.

o

Cl
Fig. 3 de Heem, 1. D. Still-Life witr. a View ~f a River (16<,\6.)

r -

Bryson notes that the stili-life of luxury assumea an 8a'1,bivalent position regarding its subject. On
one hand, the viewer who is not part of the class whose affll~ce is on display is excluded from) ,

the ~ne. On the other, reference \0, social division is part eft' ,pis subject's everyday experience.
.. ..~ I I

In tlus way, 'he' may be re'Wrnoo to a world of social retar40!fl~.63
o ( J

In this chapter I have tried link certain features of illusionistic still-life painting - including

mastery of medium, presence, ~~ gaze - with posse:lSiqp. In this case, the ga:r.e may be considered

a particularly alienating or disembodied vision: a vision whkIt 'cadaverizes life' tlii-'OUgh

objectification. However to say that all paintings pfoduced in this predominantly optical tradition

adhere to its logic would be too neat a l'.Onjecture. For example, although Remlnndt worked in the
I(

Dutch visual tradition. Alpers argues tImt his use of paint in certain worki1mdermines the power

relations partic~ to this tradition.
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Fig. 4 van Rijn. R. H. The Flayed Q! (HiSS.)

In.~ flAw Ox (1655) (Ftk. 4) ~an example amongst many ~paint is applied as a dense material
substance. Sutfaces are scumble<l end evidence of brushstroke revealed. A! Alpers notes, this

assertion ;)f medium creates surfaces which •...are...of a maker of pictures who profoundly ,
mistrusted.the eviden'Ceox sight n64 Thi'l evidence of sight not only privileges the 'eye' but also

the I (ego) of the viewer a~mt.:llering subject. AI Irigaray states:

"More tha:tl the other senses, the eye objectifies and masters. It sets at a diBtanct.\
maintains lhe distance. In our culture. the predominance of the look over smell, taste,
touch, heuing. has brought about an impoverishment of ¥ly relatiONl •••The
moment the look dominates, the body loses il:S materiality:t65 \\/\
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THE DiSEMBODIED EYElI
I,f~

I '"
"Tbe heighter.ed sensitivity of the picture plane may no longer permirl sculptural
illusion, or trompe-l'oeil ...it...rnust permit optical i~fpst£Jn..... strictly pictdHaI, strictly
optical third dimension. Where the Old Master.! created lID illMsion of space into
wbich one could imagine oneself walking, the UlI.:sion created by !lMode.-nist h one
into which one can look, ,can travel throagh, only with ttle eye. "1"

1:\

My discussion thusfar hac; coenected opticaIity with three~Onal illusiooiml.'Howe'V"el', the

comments that provoked my research arise out of a modemist fonr~ tradition. While this
" )\';

tral;Jition could be ~Jed as antitbetl<-31 to illusicnism, in this ~ L will point out th<A it

none the less still l'nvil~es opdcaUty, ~ in so doing. emphasizes pballoccmrism.lwill refer to
tWI}feminist artists who challenge 1bi§'phaUocentristn in their vqlIt_ [ use\1hej/~ as emblems

of sign\t.icant shifts m consciousness - a consciousness often termed a postmodern sensiOOity. This

sensibility figures ta!:tHity in ways congenial to my PQSilidnin this research.

Given that modernism is characterized by a number of dih-erertt stl1lins. it becomes difficult to

define.~ However, (.~t'eenbergian modernism predominates hl the loon ot the received nol.i~

which have :,',num(~ the q. '~;cism of my work. The focus I·3pOke of earlier, which is o.fteg)
" \ ,. '

considered 'lacking' in my wi.•..I:{is frequently conflatedin this criticism with ~lberg'S pictorial

tension. My stress on an undifferentiated wrface is similarly considered 'merely decorative,
tensionless' and lacking in 'unity.'

However, in addition to' these ~tle$ of' (>l.niay, focus and tenSIon, modernist discourse figures

qualities that are not inconsistent with my definition or ~tility. For example, Greenberg allvocates
. . . j

that the ideal modernist painting stresses pictorial flatness and dispe.rsal. He nOff::$'ctp,at when

viewing such a won, 1t]OO eyl':..il8S ttoub!c locating central emphases and is ...COi!\pe~~ treat

~ whole of the surf see as a single UJ..Jifferentiated field, of interest. .•"3 Similarly be t~tes
textural articulation and assertion of material medium. He even enccurages a kind of dcictic

evidence of the drtist's body in the exposed brusbstroke and gesture, noting that "[c10lUlOisseurs

of the future may ...even find tOe OltPMasters wanting in physical presence, in corporeality •.,J,'

This acknowledgement of' the body is echoed in the statements of several other critics aud. artists

of the time. Harold RosenPerg notes how the modernist painff',rccomd "...get inside the CIdl\'!lS."5

This idea is reiterated by quimessenual modernist painter, Jadcoon Pollock. in a public statement



on his work, Pollock stresses the if!lportance ~1f'contact' between artist and canvas, commenting

that

"I hardly W"f stretch my CiUlvas before working.~.On the floor I ari\ more at ease.
I feel nearer, more a part or the painting, since Ibj\~way I can walk around it, work.
from the four sides and lite:"Rlly be in the When I an in the painting I am
not aware of what I'm donig. '"

Pig.:5 Pollock, J. One: Number 31, 1m (1950.)

Pollock expt~ further 'contact' with the canvas throu~ dif(erentiated paint application. This

includes pouring paint from the tin. applyin! It with sticks and ad:ti1l8 foreign nuu;ter If}it ~creating
f

an extrem~ly ma~~; surface. Paintings such as OUt of ~_~S2.;...~t~;~ (1949) and Q!lQ:.
I,

Numl2!<r31. 1950 (1950) (Fig. S):) reflect Greenberg's con..:ept of a 'polyphonic/all over' surface.
Greenberg dermes this surface 8l~one which is H .. .Iuut togetbd~ of identicf or clO'..ely similar

ek".ments which repeat themselve;'j without mar:ked variation from 0llC'. edge of the picture to the

other."7 Hieran;hica1 figure-ground distinctions are minimized. The surface app-: ars as 2 ft:atutel~

fiel~ ,of equally stressed marks, dispensing with a 'beginning. middle or end."

However, it is not only this kind of eI,llphasis on materiality that could arguably connert ~
o ~ ~
with tactility. Certain modernist painters e.g. Mark Rotbko and Helen Frankenthaler <.~orldng
between 195 }..(j() 'soak and stain' their canvases with fluid washes of paint. Rothi<o s 'work in

paniculer is associati ve. Stained fields of colour blm; edges 'bleed' into each other. Inhis writings,
Rothko comments on the inti.macy between himself and his process.' Frankenthaler creates stained

cloth by pouring paint onto unprimed cotton duck. While the',;e.!lQ,intings ~1i-':Ule fLltnes8 of the

surface. they also create an ambiguous space by allusion to depth througlvtblom.!U
.r>
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Considering these selected f8{:'ors, it may seem that modernism could answer the needs for a tactile

approach to painting. However, these '~tile' qualities are presented for the eye alone and are

grounded in a structure of representation whic~\is - as Griselda Pollock puts it -" .he celebration
IIof creative masculine iridividuali'lm.ttll \,\

\\
According to Greenberg. 'achieved unity,' autoo~~y, purity and self-referenti/1;ty are for ~)UrelY

optical ends. As. be says - "...visual art should contj\e uself to what is given in visual expejiience

and meke 00 reference to any other orders of etperlence.n12 Tenets of self-critk~ are>to be

achieved by using the characteristic methods of each discipline, both to narrow and to It ••• entrench

it more fmnly in iL"! area of competence.""

Such se1f·referentiality makes modernist paintiilg concerned with a kind of universality - divorced

from its social context and from initial interaction between mUst and canvas. the work is assumed

to 'speak for itself; to be pre-eminently pktorially 'given.' That which is depicted is ter:;,iCd
'thing: as opposed to signification. 'Thing' is a mOl'e ifi1IJlediate visual order." Severance from

the social world encourages a distanced vieVlmg. T~ optical preoccupation instates a 'pure'

visuality, where eye and picture surface make immetUate and xapid contact. The eye becomes

{dlsembodied. Its reffication gives a self-reflexive, auto~Iic autonomy to sight. According to

tl) Rosalind Krauss this results in a 'technologizing' of the.body:

"Vision had•••been ptUtlci away into II. dazzle of pW'Cinstantaneity. into an abstract
condition with no before and no after. Yet in that very motionless explosion of pure
presentness was contained as well vision's connectlon to its objects, also represented
here in its abstract fonn • as a moment of pure release. of pure tnul$pJrellCY.of pule
self-knowledge."lS

Greenberg's ideal of unity,16 is 10 be achieved through control of 'resistant reality' ~ both 'outer

reality' (depiction of recognizable form) and 'inner reality' (emotion.) Considering the medium as

a vehicle for !he expression of emotion. he claims that: "[tJo the extent that [the artist] controls the

medium he ...control[s] his emotlor ... .'ol7 To achieve the materialist, decorative 'unity' of the ideal

medemist painting, Greenberg advocates a form of 'heroic' mastery of medium,

,While autographic mark supplies evidence of bodily processes, of a speciflC maker and of an
"

'essential humanness' the artk..ts "llbjectivity. individuality and bodily 'presence' is positioned as
'I.

central in a way that priVile~rtriarehal values. Mary KeUy argues ~ the demand for self-

referentiality" makes autogt'a!rilv~ mark the primary painterly Sl8r 'er, The physical properues

of the medium largely become ~ subject 0, .he work and the mark the signifier of 'presence.'
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(Gest.ural mark is .....manipulated ... to trace a passnge, to give eviderice of an f;S~ntialIy human il\

action, ttl mark the subjl.'Ctivity of the artist. in the image i~Jf. "19 i', ~~ II

I'

Meptioning the btidi (and i~ connotations fYr internal and exte ~ space) in his argument,

Greenberg notes that

"The ~1cture has now become an entity belonging to the same (".niet of space IS out
bodies __Piclorial space has 100t its 'jnside' and become all 'outside. t The spectator
can no longer escape into it from the space in which he hilnse/f stmds. If it deceives
th(l eye at all, it is by oplicai rather than pictotiallllCllWlI ..•":Il.

1,1

~~ modernist requirements of flatnesS,l1 self-criticism, f,4~f-defmition and self-reforence
"

effectively make the painting 00 'object.' The takmg of the~ features to extremes in certain

mininlaliwt paintings led Michael Fried to coin the phmse 'obj(~thood.' In minimalist painting. thl."

condition of utter t1rd.ness,,~ns that all evidence of gesture is eliminated from the work. This

raises the question of how authentic presence for these paintings can be determined.l'a Fried

concludes that size may confer presence. He. comments that this presence is theatrical- ~ which,

not unlike the" presence of the tradifloJUll still-life, simultaneously confronts yet di,tances the

viewer.

Conceptit,\ll. of the art.ist as c~ and 'his' mark as signifier of orig'1~1ity23 draws or, the~» ~-
Romantic conception of the artist as hero, as genius. Thls genius is attributed 2i heightened

stnsibility, a visionary capacity to see beyond sllrface reality and an 'innate' creative ~bility.24ln

critical and ~':COnomicpractlces, the figure of the genius is IilSIIqtned to be male. ~ In an expose of

the 'genius' tillyt.h, Christine Battersby shows that the concept is linked with male sexual energie$.

and with the a'iSumptio~ of a Godlike position.26 In this way, concepts of ~ hero, the geniWl and

originality may be considered phallocentric. They assert the virility, rnascu1iili~ and potency of the

(male) artist, positioning 'him: as 'mastel' who wi:mcs to It... transform ...tIle world into a

representation. with man as its subject"v As Owens notes, such mastery functioned to

.....legitimize We~\.temman's sell'· appointed mission of ttallSfonning the entire planes in his own

image.tt28

As Pollock notes, modernism is not the

"...heroic struggle, for individual exp~ssion or the. ..di8cipline of purificadon and
stylistic innovation but ...a...discourse around (which} the paradoxes and anxieties of
masculinity ...hysterically and obsessionally figures, debases and dismembers th~body
of woman."l9
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Further, she comments that it needs recognition as a "...mooological rrw~ul.inec discourse ... "30
,\

OWI!I'lSechoes this but does not exclude postmodemism, comme, 'tmg ~\ boW di'JCOUI'SeS are

"..,scandalously in-different" to issues of sexual difference." With its emr>hasis 00 totalization

(values of 'achieved unity,' 'pure presentness') modem.ist discourse not only echoes the ~

model that underwrites traditional illusionistic renderings, but is phallocentric through its connection

and valorizluion of the-eye and the I ~ (the male ego.)

Fig, (. Shapiro, M. Black Bolem (1980) (Detail. right-hand side) Acrylic. Fabric, ,Glitter on Canvas.

Certain Ist generation feminist 81t1sts3a work in this modernist paradigm. )using its values to

comment on its patriarclu:U bias in representation by figuring issues of sexual difference.» I will
, I

use Miriam Sbapiro's work ~8Jl emblem in this regard. Sbapir()\r,o(t\bines the decorative,(wbich

as Imentioned. is notjll.!Onsl~~nt with modernist discl;)urse) with a return to direct re~ and
, (')

figuration. She explotes s,;tbjects such as female experience. body imagery and/('t sextWity,

attempting to wlidr4le th('1Ie ,.::ea.~ which she believes are relegated an inferior status m the

dominant culture."

In her Black BcW,£2 (1980) (Fig. 6) the tan functions at. Ii female symbol. The work is-divided into

two halves, creating a sense of the frdgtllenL It combines acrylic paint and fabric collage. The

decorative motifs and collage tecbaique refer to ~.quittmaking tl1¥fitions of American women' in
the 18th and 19th centuries. In this way, Shapiro challenges hierarchical distinctions between 'arts

and cratts,' valorizes the body' of domestic labour historically considered 'woman's cultural

heritage' and challenges conceptioos ~f the decorative as a 'lower art ferro commonly associated

with women.

.,1



(!
This interest in J,'Y~ntatia~ fragmentation, diverse references and craff~suggests not only I.

queStioning of m~~ist values but a shift towards what mta~loosely termed a 'Jl(',stmOdem

sensibility' in which tactility features to some degree. As these concerns are both numerous and

controversial, J will indicate only particular ones which indicate tactility and which have the

potential to ctuJWnge and undermine modernist POwel' relstier ",;'J6

Postnuxiemism offers a challenge to fundamental tenet.<; of modernism such as authorship.

original~ (the concept of the ~lf-possessed 'master artist') authenticity and the 'master narrative.'

Jean-Francois Lyotard considers the postmodern condition as one in which the mast'br narrative has

lost cre4ibility. He argues that narrtttive has become "...dispersed i,nto...particles . nanative ones,
;::;>'

but also denotative •. pte.'lCriptive, descriptive, eIC ... "37 A posti:oodem VQC8bulary mignt incll.UJe

fragmentation and disjbn<:tion which defet: 'presence.' Notioos or inlel1extuality. parody. allegory
,

and appropriation of imll~ alild traditions of the past are ii~lated. These continuously defer

meaning and concepts Qf 'purity, autonomy. presence, giv~. totality and originaJi~ ..·.,
':,)

Drawing on awes' conception of tilt w(..rk,. !IS te."trs ar.d Derrldian deconstructivc litenlry

criticism in which the sign is not stable, a painting may change from a pre-determined 'given' to

Conception of the work as text. Here .....the artifact is likely to be treat.ed J.esg as a work in

modernist terms . unique, sym.50lk, visionary - than as a text in a postmodemist sense - 'already

wrinen;' allegorical, contingent,'?" 1~ this way, the work is contextualized as part of a broader

discourse. The status of the view.~r changes from spectator - who absorbs precortStituted meanings -

10 reader, who is required to Jiatticipate in the construction ~f meaning.

Many 2nd generation feminist thelJi,.~40 align themselvo" with the abovementioned polItnlodemist

critics. being concerned more with .....'an interrogation of an unfixed femininity produced in

specific systems of sigl#.ficatWn'''u than an 'essential feminine: As with Shapiro's wak, I win
u

use Mary Kelly's artistic practiC(1 as an emblem of this kind of interrogation. Kelly uses her

artwork as a critique of m~tilism, attempting t~ expose and deconstruct its ideological
/!

consnuctions in representation.

Kelly employs no direct represemalions of the female bctdy. stating:

"To use the body of woman. her image or person is not impossible but problem.atic
for feminism, In m}' work I have tried to cut 8£.1'08S the ~,;~wiOD
of woman u the object of the look in order to question the notion ojrfemininity 1111
a pre-given entity lind to foreground instead its social construction as ~Ijiepreaenwion
of sexual difference within specific discourses ....c "
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Kelly's P9f\-P!lnYm Qocwnent (1973-79J,:L an _'" n - """"Is the flrstJix yean oiL
soa's development. In appearance. the ~rstal1ation appears disbmced and clinical. ~w
associations are pl7;Wented by not picturinl~ the mother <~child. Emotion is delil1emtdy medf~

\. ' Ii
by presenting infonnation in codified form using scnptiO-visuai and 'pseudO-scientific' lanf-'
This aim'S the work In be read as a document i.e. as 'evidence or proQf,' presenting I'l'lOd¥bmood

However. Kelly uses this seemingly optic:ai frt.unework in SpooiflC ways which!! challenge

mc:xl.3mism's IOtalizing vallie8. For instance" Ii concern ia 10 'unfix' Sjstems O"patrlarcbal
\1 ,7

rep:esentation by showing the reciprocal Proces8('4 of socialization for both mother ari.t cbild which

determine IJexual positi.onirIs undef par;ri.!udly, Whereas the genius' creative ab~.1;y is linlted to

man's sexual ~ woman's childbearing reJle is often identified as her 'l18tuIa1' sexuality and
"creatii~. As Reg But1lr p."m\Je8 i.e

!

.....can a W'Olllanbecome a vital c:reative arti.st without COding to be II, woman ~xcept
for plllpOlleS of oensus'1".thc vitality of a great many female art II.l.ldents derives from
frustrated maternity, and most of theee, on finding the opporomity to llCttle clown ItDd
PrOduce children. will no longer experience a degree of puaionate di..soontun
sufficient to drive them conata:ntly towa:rds 1M l!bours of crMtioo in othe:r ways. tt4S

I
i

I
I
I
I

~ I
",~,I
',' "'i

I',\

Fig. 7 Kelly, M. PosI·Partum Documllrlt
--~!"'-

(1973) (Detail. Folded Veals) Mn«ll\

Media.

Fig. 8 Kolly. M. rw·P!!lQm ~
(1976) <Detail. Transilionlll Ob;tect and

Diary) Mixed Media.
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Kelly turns the concept of genius against itself by making motber' ..._.g ~1Je 'creative content' of her

work. Using Lacanian re-readings of Freud. she indicates ways in which mOOlerhood is construct.ed

rather than 'biologically given.' For instsnce. ~lel to the eNId's processes of separation from

the-~other, the mother's fantasies of possession and Joss are teCt'lrded:14 As a means of---,_,_,

compensation for the loss of the child, the mother apptopdates objects 8890Cia1ed with the child

as fetishes. In contrast to the traditional role of fetishism as a male ~tice, Kelly's documentation

of actual materials - child's vests. comforter fragments, plaster cas:~ of body Jl'I8& (Figs. 7 and 8) -

serve as visual articulations of the mother's desire. With all its obsessive detail. the installation

fetishes the child. However. Kelly ha.':I reconciled her 'natural capacity' with her wtlrk as an artist
and the art object replaces the child as fetish.

Kelly states that "[t]bere's no single theoreticalllisrourse which is going to offer l.Ul explanation

for all forms of social relations (l" for every mode of political practice. tt4S The text presents 81i)

interaction of fragments from different cfuJcou:rses: biolr4PCll upe:rience. femin.i.~ postmOOem and
" '

po3tSttUCtural.ist linguistic and psychoanalytic ~. Not being It coherent ~l

werk. the text challenges concepts of originality and authorship.

As Pollock: notes "[t]he effect 9r~aucting history by means of 'documents' is always one of
.',c··. 'I' . \"

f1SSU1'e.. fragment, absence:..c6 The viewer - as reader - lS invited EO actively pursue and produce

meaning from the I:1'8CeS offered. This active exchange is supported by use of codes which tbe

viewer 13encoura.ged to dt:cipber. As a text, the work cballenges mOl.1emist concerns of 'giveness'

and 'pure presenlDl"..8S.'

Through ~ strategies, Kelly ruptures the fabric of rnodmUst discourse. ~Y ,~~ the tnOIie()t

belief in principles of unity, singularity and uniqueness. she diJrupll the sUlbility of its patrlJu:c~dll

bias in representatioo. Kelly's exposure of modernism's hidden ideological agenda indicates the

possibility of deconstructing its patriarchal forms of representation. She poees a specific kind of

textual practice which

M••• intervene[s] in the institutions and cIisco'lJ.l"Se$ of art, ••Politiea1 work is done upon
those signifying systems and their i1l5titutional sites which am shown to be implicated
in the oppression of women. By means of these disruptive actions the cla.inu of the
signifying systems of our culture ...am shauered.,4'
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Fig. 9 SiopiJ.. P. 'I'hrr;e IeClok (1984.)

Oil on Canvas. 300 x 150 em.

Collection: The Clwe Manhattan BMk:.
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II

CHAPTER 3

(RE) • SOURCING THE BODY"

"To dissolve the Gaze that returns the body to Itself inmedusa! form. we must, ..lry
to conceive ofform.,;in dynamic terms, as matter inprxess._[as) rhythm, the impress
on matter of the body's internal energy ...the mobility and vibrancy of ilS somatic
rhythms; the body of labour, of material practice."!

In this Chapter I will explore how tactility inpainting liberates a sense of bodil~\ 'pception. As

Bryson notes, such 'carnalized vision' is generally suppressed inWestern visual art and culture.

My emphasis will be on, writings which assert the body. such hs those of the Preuch feminists.

Thougb tentatively ana provisionally, I wish to dta~ on the c6mmonly held argument that'het;:ru~

language (by which Imean words) is codified. visual images may ~Vl)!".'I: a more immediate

response," If this is so, I would llke to connect this bodilyrosPOOse to Cixous', concept of the
->Imaginary.

v
:;;>;._;;/ ~.

Cixous and Irigaray argue for; f(j(ffi of cultural and political intervention grounqpd in woman's

body. Irigaray associate..'!WOInan'S writing 'style' with fluidity and touch, noting that it" ...does not

privilege the gaze but takes all figures back to their tactile birth."3 This corresponds to Cixous'

Imaginary, which she considers the origin of all 'female' writing. The Imaginary represents the

bodily drives, rhythms and 'pnlsions' experienced by the child in the pre-Oedipal, pre.-linguistic

state of infantile fusion with ~iMbili~;__ CiXOO3 argues that writing which originates from Ibis
unconsci6lls awareness expresses~e it ... ~P~ures of ~e }!OlymOl'}Jh9usly perverse child.,,, "4

As the Imaginal."Yis experienced ~re gender ~q~i~OO~ writing dmved from this state may

undermine palrian:bal """"I'lt stmc 1by .,...gthebodily rhythms of _" against the_
structures and codified represen . ns) me Symbolic-_5

r ' ,
If dei.xis has been suppressed in leste lrepresentation~ perh.- assertion of the body in the visual

arts may be a means of liberation ~!tnet 'W~f's point that "[!]here is every reaaon ...to propose the

body as a privileged site of politi tMttelYdhtiOD, precisely 1l_ooauSC it is the site of repression and
~<,cc> 1-, /1

possessiontl6 seems particularly pertinent to this ~xPlorati~r'Wolff notes that ~ body has been

".. .systematically repressed and, marginalized inWestern culture, with specifIC practices. jdeologies

and discourses controlHng and defining thefemale body," adding that "[w]bat ~ repressed .. .may

threaten to erupt and challenge the established order. It'
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Bearing thj~ .\nmind, J will consider tactility as opticality's 'other:' as diverse qualities in painting

which can release bodily /sensory awareness. In various ways, these qualities all seem to support

Irigaray's idea that .i:w]oman finds pleasure more in touch than in sight .•"s They include: a kind

of intimate engagement with the medium," excessive de'ail and decoration, 11\ jetition, layering.

fragmentation, fluidity, indeterminacy and dispersal" and ways of concealing and revealing. These

qualities will be referred to throughout my argument as tactility. I will attempt to show how they

may facilitate non-optical experience.

To do this, I will refer to one of my own works and to a painting by Penelope Siopis, While both

Siopis and I work from within the dominant still-life tradition and acknowledge its conventions.

we deliberately emp!oy various strategies to undermine the primacy of opticality i:hat has often

characterized this tradition,"

Siopis is referred to as a still-life painter." Paintings such as Three Lace Cloths (1984) (Fig. 9)

are structural according to traditienal s~nHife conventions. Forms resembling objects (cloths,

cakes) are placed on a frontal table ledge. The background is relatively flat Forms are

symmetrically arranged. Tonal contrasts between foreground and background are strong. The

composition appears staged. Although these factors appear similar to cheracteriuicc of de

Zurbaran's work, Siopis has treated the imaged cJr::JS as sites of resistance which are particularly

challenging to values of presence."

Fig. 10 Siopis, P. Three Lace Cloths (Detail.)
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\\
A significant difference lies in Sii:\ts' treatment of oil paint, which is bqilt'llP to three--~rnsional

relief in the pert of the 9tlinting th~~icpicts cloths. Sucl1,"- ....£tOnof medium disrupts the relatiye
\ . ~)

ulfilformity of the<lurrounding table ai~d lw:!~ground surfaces. Compared to these 'flat' surfaces, it" ,,\

~ as though a greater degree of p~YSicRlcontact with the medium has occured in the cloth.~.

Siopis suppcrts ibis speculation, noting that she us~ her hands to .....manipulate, pull off and add:>=o_cc~CC_"

paint to @ surface. nlot

The idea of wholeness is constantly evoked an'll disrupted. Siopis eats into the excessively built up

forms with a palette knife and pull, whole forms (Iff ~jth her hands.1511tis physical fragmentation

of the surface "...IDlplies breakage ...a part detached, 'ilq)8Iated, is~ Wm the wtx>Je·~ an

incomplete work.nt6 Also, as Richards notes. the mgmen! (the.partial object J18 ima&e - manifest

here in the ruptured whole fonns) "...bears the mark of some divisive vi~on.) requires

supplementation and ... reparatlon.'tl7 These forms undermine optically given presence. The surface

is fUrther fragmented by perforations, .~d crevices made with instnll1lents (back of a brush, cake ....

leer, spatula, knife.)" l)espite this rupture of the surface, paint is also added and ~ foons
are often restructured. res~g a sense of 'completeness.:" .•.

/1 .' II
'I'hroogh these enactments J1i1ding up and dbttiilg into forms, creva:;:mg surfaces aOO addina paint,.
to the surfoc.e) the artist creates the sense that p(lrts pf tte p8inting depicting clOOlare in 11 ~

of bicoming. shifting between states of f01T!'1..'lLiOO and trsnsformatkm, (Fig. 10) As wholeness 1S

foregrounded, its opposition is raised, Whole Cit ruptured forms constantly threaten .1" shift into

their 'other.' Dualities are never quite :Fut and dried.'2tl In this way, the surface becomes a moot),
I" ,

"...that is ceaselessly set up and thai. cOll.apses...{that} extends itself, breaks amI starts a&mn... tt21

yet, ultimately. in ibis exchange of rupture an.~restoration .....desire ru' WhlilClI~ 100uairis
unrequited. ttZl

, ,\\
This active quality counters the 'flXing"of motion evident i~.ide Zurbarau'~ painting, fn the laner,

the term 'still-life' is appt'Opriat"'; to wi~ it descri'bc70. !'f'l;dPPli~\9 SK>Pls' I8Ctile surfaces it seems

ironic. Although objec.." are '!..t.i!!ed' III ~-'ltPt:.Ultion, 'exGeS.' assertion of medium counters ti~;'
relative passivity~sulTounding flat sp8Ct",s ..

Attempting to achieve a less ,~rganic surface than that of the cloths. the 8l!ist,'smootbs down' paint

in th" surrounding areas with a palette knife.23 In Chapter 1. I referred tc;.Brysoo's use of the

word 'erasive' to describe application of paint in a way which aner,tp:s to SUWIl~:iSStraces of labow-.

Here an attempt is made ItO produce a surface which although flat, is, not seamless. '~ f' left by
the palette knife are evident. This appears a deliberate attempt to show signsof 1)1'(', /even in a
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relatively 'smooth' surface. The external surface also acts as evitleoo~ ofproc~.~'l in itself.

tbwever, it is in tte heavily textured surfaces of the cloths that stages of ol.lil.:tlng up tI1f. point is
"discernable." Here Bryson's idea of deixis is clearly appropriate. Assertic,n of medium as

substance shifts the emphasis deiuicaHy back to the sender of the message w thl~surface refers to

8.ll~ acts as an extension of the painter's body, reading as if in ihfo) d.,it;'w time Qftoo painting

process.

GIven the effects of the arusi's complex and elaborate layering of paint in the areas which depict

cloths, a more immediate response may be evokf'n.. in m ~ ',lew-er. TI ..: rexlUirai quality of the

threaded and interwoven paint may invite her to examue the surface from closer physk U

pl oximity. The fragmentary nature of the surfaces which depict cloth may e .(j(e a prolonged

unconscious desire .....to make whole what has been smasheli.nl$ Sp.::cuJatively. l.his fragmentation

oi' the surface. may encourage the viewer to experience r sense of the Imaginary - to become

'immersed' into the surface by projecting lBlconsciO'.J~;y ~fldinfmW.:iy OIJ/imo Lite part-objects it

images.

There is also an effect of fragmentation created bi reflections of mnbicnt ligbt whkh break up the

three-dimensional surface by cast shadows. Addjng to the artist's actual physical fragmentation of

the surface with hand and instrument, tl\ese reflecuons ruptUre surfaces onto which they fall. As
opposed 10 the kind of reflections which optically fragment the surfaces of the Dutch still-lifes, this

rupture is a physical one. Painted shadows complicate this concern with fragmeniation. This

breaking up of ,ftc surface makes reading of the painting as a unifIed whole somewhat difficult.

Such di8persOO viewing poses an alternative to the synoptic 'taking ill' of an immcdintely coherent

image. A dissipated lookipg is prompted by the articulation of the surface - a form of It:Joking

which is shifting. unfixed.

Decorauve motifs and Jetails in areas depicting the cloths fonn microcosmic '\l!l)dds,' which

encapsulate the macrocosm. These may t:nab'e the viewer "[tlo see a world in a Grain of Sand/And

Heaven in a wild flower ...""' Ironically, pethaps tbis dispersed viewing position may be

advantageous: as opposed to a single position from which to take ill the entire painting, she is

offered the 'privilege' of multiple viewpoints. Her eye may travel around and across the surface.

move in and out of crevac-s an(Vor become 'bound up' in subtle shifts between surface and
rAge.xT

Principles of containment. referred to in de Zurbaran's worl., are challenged by an 'overflowing'



of paint. There L'I a ,1'J1setJuj,t paint 'spiUs ~Il" of the format. oot only Uita the viewC',f's spa.::e. but

mostly in forms tlat resemble l'cntacles 'clinging' physically to the table erlge. (Fig. 11) There is

a quali~ of things being "out of o..;.l1trol."2S These factors may dis~~rb tOO viewer's ability to

dominate .;.,,r\ appropriate 100 image, !)Ositing rather the potential for a more active viewing

exchange.

l!(

Fig. 11 Siopis, P. '"m'C Lace Cloths (Detail.)

Illusionistic depth is indicated only througb lines £0. the ~)Of the table which suggest.!'eCesslon.

In Chapter 1, 1 mentioned th~ common assumption that thtj'viewer needs to 'step ,back' from a

large scale work. .. especially one with perspectival illusion ~ in order to 'take it in.' .This painting
challenges this preconception. Although the painting is l!q~ in scale, its tactile surrkes encoorage

the viewer to examine the areas depicting cloths from It close proximity. The foregt'Olmd edges of

the tablecloths are built up into a dense matrix of material pUnt. Dluaionistic depth is fi...utherdenied

hy the relatively unarticulated areas surrounding too table.

Paint as built up materW su~tance ~w the li.mits (~f the pictaial support, produci1'Jg simulacrum.

Jean Bandnllard defines simulacrum as a substitution of "...signs of the real for the real itse1f ... "19

For instat~Ce. the whole green form if' the foreground of the centre cloth resembl~ perhaps a

cucumber. a banana, a penis ...l0 Appearing life-like in scale and physical palpability, it L; however
(l

.. like everything ell)e in the painting ~constructed out of paint. Semi·tbree ..dimensio.ud modelling

in parts simulates the Dutch use of illusioninstic modelling. However tJ-..e Dutch employ modeUing

to achieve an optical illusion of vclume. In contrast, the simw!lCra is actrd8lly voiumetric. Its scale
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and t.angibill~~'may encourage a sense of bodily identification. Some of the objects project into the

,.viewer's space, possibly inviting the sensation of touch and efiabling the viewer to feel that she can

" \~,pick,u9' the depicted object.

In the shifting ground of the cloths, the figure - by which I m~1 :he depicted objects - is divested

of its traditional role as 'focal point.' Objects are sometimes conseucted in shallowrz relief and are

duller in tone than the surrounding lace. In this way, their importance seems minimized. The

emphasis given to pans of tile cloth which touch the edge of the table further decreases their

importance. FCIMS altemauvely disintegrate into the surrounding mass or form sharply defined

edges. The palpable po~rf'~\of the medium is exploned for itSelf (and the sssociations it may
evoke) andior for t..'1eforl~) iJ~may resolve into.

<i_;?

((' "
Oil paint is eXPIO~tedas. ~ viscor~, C01featin~ su~stance. I ~i.'~b~ SUgg~t that ~r eVider.~
of a more 'camalized VISIOn' may be ))bund m U1iS use of oil paint, WhICh stresses Its potential

density and palpabiiiLy.~1 This densi~{ creates qualities which, may act as deictic carriers of

meaning, possibly carrying powerful 're\\nindets' of !he body • of its internal organs and/or external
skin.u

A'1,Siopis notes, the three-dimensionality of tOO oil paint "...evokes ~iations y,ith otlil.~ organic

metter • flesh. in particular- changing as it does, in time, congealing. Conning skins. and losing its

juices."',! Assertion of the medmm's materiality may remind the viewer of her own physic.a1ity,

possibly arousing fw~r assodatkms with the bed!, such as eroticism. sexuality, mortality. In this~, c

way, a particularly 'visceral' response or sense of bodily identification may be evoked.

Perforation of the surface often finds the form of a decorative motif· suggesting for inSf:ance' the

delicacy of lace. However. these perforations are '181=00'with ambiguity, as the artist deliberately

intends them to evoke bodily associations with pubic hair or intestines.34 As Clive van den B~

says: "[tlhe comfort of fc:rriliarity is embittered i)y surprising and unsought recogniuons and

recollections .•35If we accept this connection between the tau! cloths and corporeal stnJctures, this

visceral response becomes all the more powerful.

In SOll1ie areas of the painting. the surface 8ppea1S as if I: bloated with physical

substrult~ ...hid[ingl unnamed presences, things ...pushed from sight urgent undOrneath the

surface.:'36 If we c:Qnsider the surface as sJl.in, .."lese presences m8'l recall the body, with iLl!
~~

external skin which conceals hidden intf:,rior structures. In thi~,way, the artist's rupture of the

surface IS perhaps not UI1I~~ rupture inrI' the external skin cf the body. Liam H~dsofi notes that
!_J i/.'
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most people, while acknowledging the '~lidden presence of internal Olplls, make no connection

between them and the person titey ser:vti.',37 He adds ~ this discontinuity between the known ang

the hidden accounts for a feeling of 'squeamishness' generally cxpepenced when internal organs

are exposed." Such metaphoric exposure of the body's usually invisible interior may aroU:ge

similar feelings of unease mid discomfort. Siopis' reference to the visible and invisible recalls Craig

Owens' comment that in our culture "..:risibility is ruways on the side of the male, invisibility on

the side of lhe female. "39

However. just as the paint is not used 'l1.simply [as] a means of illusioninstic depiction"40 it is

also not used exclusively to evoke bodily identification. There is a.nothet dimension to the

difference between inside and outside. AS Siopi5 says,

"The inside is concealed but chuging and the outside is fixed illusionisticaUy. nus
difference opened for me a cont(ptual space for a magical, metaphorical invf'4Itlllerlt.
Paroldoxically what is given to th, eye, is oot everything. Something else is going an.
It is like sympathetic magic ••041

So while the paint hardens and forms a protective 'skin' a:; it comes into contact with the

atmosphere, !.he complete 'skin' which stretches over the whole built up form'l e.g. the 'cuc~ber"

jpeJ1is' represents something mere than the body f~ Siopis. The actual. physical transfOfll181ion the

dryjng process causes beneath the l'kin evokes for her a metapbysical transformation. Tue m...wriai

i.s a site for investment ~ as van den Berg notes:

"Paint itselt ~ 1M em.bodixnent of emotion and the substitute for pturo as it
is made to sweat. is truiJcd, as it falls. drips or tilts from the canvas. ..The idoa ot'
prooess. of physical a:t.'!ti psychdogicalttansmutaUon ill ev«y-wbere impliciL ..W12

Uy fratwring the surface with hand and instrument, the artist metaphorically enacts the rite of

'cut(~::~~to the symbolic body.' The paint often,resolves i~ cake-like forms ~objects which point
to celebratory riiuflis and customs. By rupturing their surfaceS, she literally enacts the ritual 'cutting

of the cake.' Ritual itself evokes associations with customs and ri1e$ which are accepted. yet c.

relatively mysterious. Given these factors, the artist spe8ks of the table surface as resemJ:>i.mga

sacrifICial altar," a site for the :t... ~ng of sensual and spiritual experieec> .. :. fusion of secular

and religious rituals",u • a site wherein "

"Known rites rendered anonymous and mnocuous through customs are reduqed by )1
an alteration of role and preaentation ...ttllllllfonnations result in things of no known ,j)

,~)

identity - we are led to recognize feeling without labels:'~

39
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As opposed to the kind of tactility affected through thickly applied paint evident in Siopis' work.
some of my paintings offer an alternative tactile approach. Although I often exploit processes of

paint application which all()w'f01rphysical contact with the medium. the paint is not always asserted

as a thick substance. In ceha1n. of my paintings. while the surface is nat. texture is articulated. I

will call this a 'sign for tactility.' Whilst I will discuss this use of medium in greater delail in

Chapter 7, I will indicat.e signifteallt aspects of it here to demonstrate a diffe·rent kind of tactile

interaCtion with the surface.

In Delusions of Grandeur (1987) (Fig. 25) a desire for tactility is expressed through a process of

applying paint to the surtace and then rubbing it off.% Rubbing into areas wheo-epaint is layered

reveals fragments of tindertymg surfaces· making evidence of both proces.'! and the canvas texture
\)

visible. (Fig. 12) I find this 'scrubbed' effect to have assoclativc qwilities. FI)l"instancej,in the area

depicting the right hand COUdl, this effect is combined with fleSI""H~" .':0101Jt' in an aucmpt. to evoke

associations with aged/diseased skin or skin with i.cominent veins and capillariM.

fig. 12 Farber. L. N. Deliulionsof Otandlm (Detail.)

To create further associative qualities, diverse processes uf paint application are exploited. These

include staining the canvas with thin glazes and adding large quantities Qf linseed oil or turpentine

to the medium. These processes enhance I.h~ medium's ability to flow freely. (Fig. 13) As a
l.: '-

consequence of such fluid medium, attention is draWn to the texture of the canvas grain. The weave

of the canvas often becomes incorporated into the painterly surface, at times emphasizing the
c:
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texture of an imaged form.

\\

Fi,. 13 Farber, L. N. ~usiom of Grandeur (Detail.)

These ways of paint application allow me to exploit the expressive potential of the medium. The

fluid medium often results in conflguranons which seem to me viscerally susgestive, possibly

conveying associations with bodily fluids.47 These signs for tactility, leaving as they do traces of

my presence, are a kind of deictic passage. 111 areas like the depicted carpet. the surface appears

as if in a half·formed state; in a process of becoming. Paint drips, resolves into form or remains

as materia\.

Outlines (such as the depict&! edges of the carpet and coucbes) tend to blur and colours appear as

if 'bleeding' into one another," This merging and resolution of outline. seems to minimize
,-:/,

I~
P1/

distance, separation or categorization of forms. Peter Fuller notes that ", ..the outline represents the

world of fact. of separate, touchable. solid objects"49 ElJddingthat "'to cling 10 it [is] •..surely to

protect oneself against the other world, the world of imagi..-wion.· ..5O In COfltm't. I wish to create

an evocative space. wherein boundaries are transgressed and ~'orm
o

.....never fixes il8eli in the possible identity of the self to another form. Alwaysjluid
without forgetting the characteristics of fluids which are so difficult to
idealize ...,esist[ing] an<i explodling] .)1 firmly established forms, figures. ideas,
c..mcepls."51
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Fig. l~lsiopis. P. Melancholia (1986.)

Oil on Canvas, 197.5 x 175.5 em.

Collection: Johannesburg Art Gallery.
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CHAPTER 4

GIVING PRNILEGE "NOT TO THE VISUAL, BUT TO THE reocn=

"We must move on to the rhetoric of women, one that is anchored in the organism.
in the body.'?

In this Chapter I will suggest that opticality and tactility, as explored thusfar, are gendered and

hierarchical, I \;.jU refer to certain psychoanalytic, postmodern and feminist writings to support this

suggest': '" In various ways these writings stress the body and/or question oculascenmsm. I

recognrze that it is diflicult to relate some of these writings to the visual arts, particularly those of

the French literary feminists, However. they are appropriate to the painting practice I term taCtility.

Also, they have given me a part\cu!ar understanding of my own work. Siopis notes .that when
/~l

,J~\ working on Melanci'i!'>lia (1986) (Fig. 14) the writings of Cixous and Irigaray influenced ner

great1y,~ I will explore this influence, considering the artist's intention and examining the

painting's surface and iconography:'

,-'\)

As I indicated in Chapter 1, oculsrcentrism has long enjoyed a privileged position in Western

tradition. However, hic;torically the sense of touch is not without its defendants, Writing in 17()1).

George Berkeley contends that the tactile sense offers "...more direct contact with reality ..." than

"illusory" messages received via optical means.t FoUowers of Berkeley e.g: Etieane Bonnot de

Condillac, expand upon his ideas, stating that touch is "...the only sense which of itself can judge

of externality,' Psycholegist Hermann Helmholtz proposes that a child originally depends upon
il

touch to perceive objects. Ue conceives of vision as originating in a series of "...unconscious

judgements ..," a chHd learns to make based on knowledge gained from touch. loban Gottfried

Herder considers touch as an artistic 8(tvanta~ over the "...most philosophical ..." But "coldest"

sense of vision, Margaret Olin notes that by the end of the 18th century opposition between vision

and touch had begun to infiltrate artistic discourse.

~)

Jay calls attention to what he tenus a 'paradigm shift' in early 20th century French thought in

which "...the denigration of vision supplanted its previous celebration,"? French tntellectuals who

have contributed to this Interrogation into the 'sinister' power of ocularcentrism include Bataille.

Satre, Metz, Althusser, Merleau-Ponty and Michel Foucault.

Foucault stresses the 19th century appropriation of the gaze as a mechanism of surveillance and

power, In the humanist age, sovereign power is replaced by man as 'observed spectator.' In the
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newly developed di1ciplioary institutions (factories. schools, prisons. asylums) surveillance becomes

a means of instituting control, indicating a similarly patriarchal form of power relations through

sight as discussed in Chapter L Foucault identifies the Panopucon as an exemplary example or

such ocular domination. With its hidden supervisor watchlng from a central tower like an

omniscient yet invisible God, this 'model' prison typifies the sadistic, tyrannical gaze of an

anonymous power," Wolff adds that with the disappearance of older forms of bodily control such

as torture and public spectacle, ocular control also began to-operate through a similar form of self-

surveillance,'
o

In the 18th and 19th centuries, the body is increasingly brought into discourse and observed by a

variety of disciplines. The contemporary re-deflnition of factors related to Ute body such as

sexuality and illness illustrates this. Ml!mal illnesses associatedwith women such as hysteria are

linked to her body, specifically her reproductive organs. OcUI~ control becomes a means of

oppression, as woman is made the ()bject of pathological scrutmj( Whilst equating women ~ith
nature and the body,!O these discourses associate men with the mo~ prestigious realms of intellect

and culture." As Wolff argues, such patrolling and repression of th~ body points to a general fear

of the body's power and potential for transgression. When applied \k, women, this f~ becomes

doubly pertinent as they are perceived a..s being .....closer '(too close) to ~e body compared with

c

I will now examine certain psychoanalytic writings of relevance tI" art. These present possible

alternative approaches for !he making and viewing of images. These approaches could encourage
tactility .:

For instance. Adrian Stokes applies Kleinian psychoanalytic theories to visual an.13 Kleinian
psychologist D. W. Winnicatt's work focuses on a phase of development, which he terms the

'potential space,' which lies between the 'complete subjectivity' of the infant and more objective

perceptions of self in later development. In the former stage, th~\ infant is unaware of herself as a
;;-~

separate, autonomous being; She identifies the breast aJ oart of b~r owi}~y and sets up a part-

object relationship with her mother .. As more.eojective perceptions of self develop, the infant
/-/

becomes aware of the mother's 'otherness' and can identify her-mother as a whole-objecL Fuller

describes this 'potential space' as characterized by

"... ambivalent feelings about mergence and separation ...of establishing and denY;..I1g
boundaries about what is inside and what is outside, and concerning the whereabouts
of limits and a containing skin,•.so that the infant" while beginning to recognize the
autonomy of objects, nonetheless feels 'mixed up in them' in a way in which the
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child or adult does not."i4

Stokes proposes two modes of representation If1visual art.-the r~modelli9~ mode' and 'carving

mode.' He associates the latter with Melanie Klein's concept of me 'depressive position' which has

to do with the. separateness, antonomy and .otherness' .of the object. Alternatively he links tIle,

'modelling mode' tc the Kleinian 'paranoid-schizoid position:' to flatness, decoration and failure

to establish a separate identity from the mother,"

Stokes sets up a correlation between the whole-object and pictorial conventions based on principles

of symmetry, balance and unity, noting that paintings adhering to conventions such as th'lLof the

Nude - as exemplified in Odali§9ye (lngres, J. A. D. 1814) are generally viewed as whole

ol.:,lects.16I propose that Stoke's promise may also be applicable to the traditional 17th century

still-life. These conventions, which I have identified as optical ;d patriaJ:<:hal, are usual1Y·:' ',fdered
.__.:<r.~-c~~-..._,::

in th~ 'C~g ~ode.' Wifh their poten~ for totality: th~yoften eSt8l>lishe~f~~~~~ect.o~~t
relations. This link between the whole-object and totahzauoo connects the part-obJect an\! tactility.

Features that I have identified with tactility correlate with those of t¥ 'mod~)~ing mode.'

Supporting Stokes' argument, Hudson proposes tJmt paintin~ may function as shes where fissured

feelings, such as confusions and ambiValeoci concerning the body17 may be explored, 11 He
-:

argues that conventions which privilege totalization and function as whole,ooJI",(;~ deny aspects of

the body which may carry disturbing associations :~lllChas sexuality, 91rnality and mortalitY .l~With,

their concern for wholeness and ~i<;tanced contem~.,~....1n. these paintingsmay encOurage the viewer

to mentally associate the

.....alarmingly earthly aspects of the body and itt. fU>'1ctions ...with its untidy detail: i~
pimples, creases, puckers, hairs, blotches. Crucially, a fannal treaunent Of the body
encourages in us the denial that th....se daJllf(et'ou.'dy particular features of the body are
in fact there ."2I)

Such emphasis on detail is often found in paintings w~ichmay eocourage part-obJ7Ct response.
-" ~Attention ic detail may result in a kina of articulation which causes .t;he surface to appear

fragmented. Fragmentation may encourage the artist/viewer to unconsciously project ontO the-part-

objects imaged. in an attempt to restore their •wholeness .• As in Three Lace Cloths, these qualities,

as well as a particular kind of engagement with the medium. may faci!itate a more involved

response to the painting. Phrases such as 'losing oneself in' and 'experiencing a sense of oneness

with' the surface come to mind. This suggests a sense of 'immersion' or 'ecstatic fusion,' a loss

of boundaries and a dissolution of the ego. These states recall the ambivalent feelings of mergence
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and separation experienced by the infant in the state of 'complete subjectivity.'

This state - like Cixous' Imaginary - precedes the construction of subjectivi!)'~ Cixous evokes the'

Imnginary as a nameless space which exists before the Symbolic. It constitutes a pre-Oedipal stage

before the ,.,;,~ildacquires language and thereby the capacity to name itself and bbjects.21 Many

postmodem cultural critics and 2nd generation femirt~!;ts hold Jpat sexual positioning is construt..oo
<~:"., '-0;,=,.:.--_;-" f/

through interrelating processes by which the illf11Ult (physiologically and psychologically unfon ..ed

at birth) acquires tI sense ef self and language.2:<Freud and Jacques Lacan posit a specific relation

between acquisition of gender identity and sight, Botl'l trace its acquisition back f.() the sightin:! of
sexual difference in the pre-Oedipal stage," As Gallop states:

\)

"The privilege of the phallcs as presence, the concomitant 1disappearan~' of my
female genitalia under the phallic order, ilJ based on the privilege of sight over the
other senses, The penis, according to Freud. is more vi~ble than what the little girl
has. From being mOOI visible, it becomes simply more...1IUperior.":M

Lacan designates the phallus as the privilegeu signifier in society and establishes its possession as

a prototype for language under the Sym'!:lolic order, The g~l-child is relegated to the realm of

absence an",is represented only as the ncgati lie polari.~'·l)f male. positivity. Derridian decQn.<luuctiW

n offers a critique of Western phi'O'Jophical and literary tradition. The latter is \ba.<;ed on a

'metaphysics of presence:' Jmm is positioned as the central, privileged refer;rlee point around which

various hierarchical opposiuoes (presence/absence> ,;;ulture/nature, law/chaos) are constructed.

\i

Deconstructive criticism aims to dismantle the logic and terms through whicn such oppositions are
Iifu

\~\rstructured,"

Derridian deconstruction and ~ian psycboonalysis an'. used by Cixcus and Jrigaray in tll~ir

critique of language which the~' consider It patriarchal construct. Resistance to phallocentrism in

language is proposed in the form of a female language which assess the direct experience of the
\

bodyU i..',d acknowledges 'jouissance'27 - "...a giving, expending, dispensing of pleasure without
concern about ends or closure."21 Cixous calls for a feminine writing whir.h originates ~l;l !h~)

Imaginary and Jrigaray advocates a 'feminine language' . both of wtU,cl. "••.struggie to undermine

the dominant phallogocentric logic, split open the c10S!ll lof binary opposition and revel in tOO

pleasures of open-ended textuali\y."29

i

,Cixous rejects categories of masculin~~(~minine as they remain encoded in binary logj~.sp~a[: \.

rather of a 'decin~lerable libidinal econ(\~my' which can be read in writing by a male qr a f~;tJla.~.

It is not necess.;,ti'!1 tho ser of the author but the kind of writing Whicl{,\determine~ its ,~enck;r
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description.:IO From this she proposes a theory of bisexuality, whith is "...multiple. variable and

ever-changing, consisung ...of the '!K>noCxclusioneither of the diffp.-ience or of roe sex.',,3l\.
'.. ,I

Irigaray's and Cixous' body POlitics are based on the claim thai. women must assert thel.r bodies

as a 801.11'\11: of writing and selt-knowledge. Woman· says Cixous • must .....put herself into the

I.Cxt.. ."12 z)lawing on her bodily impulses and psychosomatic SJ.'«ifK;ity:

"Write your self. V-our bo"y must be heard ...To write'. An 8(:1 which will not only
realize' the decensored rela.bn of WOOlIl1l to her 5eltuality.·.2,iving her access to ber
native strength; it will give her back. her goods, her pleasures, her organs. her
immense bodily territories which have been kept under :sea!.""

Cixous employs meiapbors for the body. frequently ref'!n1l1g Iii) maternity and childbirth. She

claims lha1 worfl~n sl'klU;d JlSsert their bodies as sites of plentit.ude from which "the desir.: to

write ...to live self from wimio"Jor the swollen belly. for language, for foodlfM ma~ expressed.

S;opis speaks of Melancholia IlS a text .....written through tlv,: lKXty.1f3S As suehl, th~(i>amting is a
,I

site which articUJa~\; tlw fecundity and s(lxu~lity of the female body. This is:epitomiu:d by a

codif;ed repre.senu,ti~.n of" ferltcle figUielcl depicted in ~ If~Ct-!1and side of m.~upper i:egister.
\

(Fig. l(l) Ontel:l"..silil\gl~;'.thi~ reJ)IXsen~oo was rust seen by the artist on the covet of Biologg
\'

~t. .Femini~t!nd Anti-!3eministPe~tives by Janet Saye.rs.l"1 (Fig. 15» "ile exterior ~~M
. u

of her stomach is pee'ed back to expose an inCant v.ithll?J portraying the body as a si~ .of

.....multiple physical t....{laC!ues (gestation. birth,lactation) aIKl of liberatory texts ."38

Fi~. 15 Spigeliu1, A.~'U!!' !:2.'l!!! (16lfl.)
(Me::lical IUlliltration.)

Fig. 16 Siopis, P. Mr.lancholia

(DetIl.J.)
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Illusionistically shown in the numerous re-representations of figures in ecstatic ~is. !.he body's,
sexuality is metaphorically evoked in the images of shells and cut open ripe f:rujt. In the shells, art

"...interior body secretes and is secreted by fhe protective exlerior."3~ J...ike IDe body;' melons

possess a soft, ileshy interior contained in an external skin. With their inner core and outer

circumference they may suggest the vagina. 40 As Siopi'l ROles, these objects "...are extremely

libidinal:"'l serving as articulations of female 'desire.42

As in ·Jlo.reeLclce Cloths, a pre-occupanon with skin pervades. This is pertinently shown in the

depicted 'emblem' of the pared lemon. (Fig. 17) The artist hal) built its fonn into a three-

dimensional simulacra by sticking drie-d paint 'skins' onto the :mrface:13 Recailmg the female

figure with her stomach 'peeled open,' the lemon may read as a metaphor for the body. with its

soft internal flesh contained In an outer protective skin. E;'{pa.t'Jding(~mSiopis' idea that oil paint

may carry associations with body and skin. Richards notes i.hat in ~flm!ChQlia

"i: soft cen~ (ir imeriC4' body protected by a hard skin fUlda representlltional
correlation in" the image of the crab, the crayfish, the, tortoise, the sheU. HtlmaPs,
fruit, confection, and so on, have !oft skin which like paint hardens, wrinkles and
shrivels in time. There is here an Ul1Ceasjpg play of the literal, the illusionistic, and '"
thf' metaphoricat"" ~

:~
- 1<
4 "

Preoccupation with skin (and its connotations of sexuality) is echoed in the depicted monkey. Being

stuff rd. the monkey is m~~'t>f nothing but skin. It is also an emblem often used in Dutch 17th

century paintings to warn agai.n~.. 'he 'dango, of the pleasures of tile flesh.4S Numerous

additional =eferences to interior and exteri,,{ forms enhance the general empha.1is on ~!dn. seessing

it..sexual assoctadons, Imagistically, cakes, rrtlhs and embellishments point to sensual. material
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pleasure - materially echoed by exploi~tion of the medium's palpable, sensuous qualities.

Through this use of medium the surface is articulated as a site of the body's l'llentitude. For

instance, although devoid of the figure. in the space between the three elliptical surfaces is a !pace

", .laden with absence,"<16 - .....a positive g~neric nurtUrative space, the site for the creation and

emergence of sources of nourishment and fulfilment.?" In the lower register. through

differentiawd use of medium, edges alternatively form and dissolve lnto the surrounding mass ~

creating a surface .....which i.; constimtly in the process o!';"eaving ilse/f ..ceaselessly embracing

words and yet casting ,fteM off to avoid becoming fixed. immobilized. ,,041,

Iriaaray conceives orfemale 'jouissance' as being of a multiple, non-unified. endless nature:

"i..WOmafl. has sex organs just about evtrywht're ...the geography of her pleasure is much more

diversified. pore multiple in its differences, Iirore complex, more subtle. than imagined .. .'049 This

multiplicity of woman's pleasure informs her concept of a 'feminineIanguage.' She advocares
"womar, 's speech as one which encompasses contradictions, retractions, fluidity, openendedness and

change For Irigaray, to speak as a woman is "...to reproduce the doubleness. contiguity and fluidity

of woman's sexual morphoi~gy alto the multi-centred libidinal energy that arises from them.n50

Similarly, in 'ecriture feminine' stylistic devices include double or multiple voices. broken syntax,.. ~
repetitive rather than linear structures and oven endings.

'\

Multiplicity, plurality and continuity are features in MelancholiA _which articulate female

jouissance." These concerns are m~llifest in numerous ways. An interplay between dualities

features throughout: figures shut between n •••states of ecstasy and pain,"'l many of the figures are

taken from a uadition that valorized hermaphroditic beauty," control and order are subverted oy
excess, an excess whicll "...is too much yet not enough.','4 Fruits are over-ripe, over-abundam

cakes and sweets indicate opulence pointing to decay. As in Three Lace CI9J:hs. dualities feature -

•/~".?:atas fixed opposiuons - but as mobile positions in a fluid state of inrerchange where "(a]l1 verges
"'-:;-:::-'

on collapse into its 'other ..."'~'

This imagistic layering of forms c )elates with layering of paint as relief. In the lower register,

paint is built up to such a degree that it projects into the viewer's space, cootradictin!f6 the sense

of infinity alluded to in the upper region. Limitless space is also implied by the 'endless' table and

its plethora of depicted objects. Itt this di splay, a potentially endless process of iconographic

division ~ fragmentation is depicted." Such illusionistic depiction of cut.open forms correlates

with actual paint as material body which is cut into.58
"

I'
!\
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Use of multiple light SOUi'Cesfurther fragments the'surface, as depicted cast shadows opticaUy

rupture the surfaces upon which they fall, As in Three Lace Cloths. the physical SUfface is further

optically fragmented by light which J..:flects onto the tbree:dimensional textures. Deptcted marors

and part or whole images depicted in the painting echo this play 'of fragmentation, Given the

combination of these factors, the> surface becomes a manifestation of

"...body without end. without appendage, without principal 'parts' ...(of) writing
[which 1can only keep going. without eve; inscribing or discerning contours. ..She lets.
the other language speak: - the language of 1,{){)Otonguee which knows ileithcI
enclosure nor death.,,"

With lIer proposition that woman 'write through the body' ~ixous advOC8bfJ an erotics of writing

derived from the unconscious, pre.Q¢djptll ~-paceof the Imaginary. Similarly. Siopis notes that

Roland Barthes' 'jouissance' ~ .....a radically violent pleasure ...which shaIters - dissipates, loses ~that

cultural identity, that ego"~ influenced MY~cJwl!i.61 The artist uotes that whilst working up

paint as substance. she experienced a sense of .....ecst.'U.ic bliss ..." and rec;:"ll$ 'foding

.....mesmerized, .•. by" and It ... caught up in or entangled with ..." the paint swface; 1nis 8$Sertion

of paint to exc~ points to a state of being 'out of oonll'Ol:' a stale which may be related to the

part-object, where there is a sense of dissolution of boundaries between self and other - reminiscent

perhaps of the pre-Oedipal state. This state also recalls the dissolution of ego and SMile of 'ecstatic

fusion' which may be experienced during sex.63 As Andrea Dwolcin says, in such le);ual contact,

"[tJbere is 110 physical distance, no self-conscioumlesS, nothing withdrawn or private or »lienated.

no existence outside physical touch."64 As SUChlthe surface of Melm)!:;hQU! js an articulation of

desire.65

This sense of absorbtion is iconographically echoed in the imaged figures, which flresent

psychosomatic Slates of extroversion and introversion in hisror:icaUy sanctior.ed, conventionalized

gestures and poses." These StateS range from codified represt'.nUltions of the hyste$ to

melencbclic self-ebsorbtion. The latter is embodied in the ro-represenllluon of Estrany's 'The PYiR&
l~~Cretj;!, in the right-hanu foreground." Another Conn of self-absorbtion is evideut through

autobiographical references which pervade throughout. Siopis refers to the painting as It ... inventory

of my experience" noting that many depicted objects are personal possessions which .... .reflect

conscious and unconscious memory and desire, ·f.As Hazel Friedman says

"It becomes evident that every object and allusicn is f>;u1 of Siopil. just &lie she is part
of the painting, literally in the form of a self-portrait. and emotiqnally. Thill work •
like her other paintings • tell the ~iewer more about Penny than she herself can
reveal." 69
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The artist makes this metaphorical sense of self more conspicuous by including a self-portrait as

a mi'1or reflection. This is not unlike the Dutch artist van Beyeren. Here ~...the reflection of the

artist stares at the viewer. but her physical reality is absent.,,~(j AJ~)a reflection. the artist's

inclusion of herself is illusory, immaterial. She looks at the viewer/lwrself from inside-,foutside tfJeI-:)

painting but actual bodily presence is never completely declered.

I wish to suggest that Mela1'!coolia realizes Cixous' and Irigaray' s presentation of language as a site

f{ir ..he articulation of desire in pictorial form. Both painterly and literary texts counter phallocenmc

qualities such as the fixed, singular or absolute; linearity. self-possesslen and unity, attempting to

"...reject everything finite. definite. structured. loaded with meaning. in the existing state "of c

society. ,,71

~ "
However powerful and ~ I fee! qxous' and lrigaray's concepts to be to tactile painting

practices, there are many theorists who consider their writings ptoblematic. Thl"..irbiologic~

references and hypothetica1 connections between tex(!Ua).il.y, se.xualil.y and the body are much

de~ These are eften considered idealist and essentialist - bound up in !he very systeUl they

claim .. undermine, contradictory .lid .falal to constructive ~ oclion."

WoIffhas produced • carefully judged assessment rif thl.S deb.t'which l.th..ink is worth adopting.
She notes r.haf, there is some agreement among feminism that d nstruc~ioo. poslJtrUCturalism and

posmoderntst theory are valuable to feminist analysis all pOlitical acQpn. as they destabilize
--, \

patriarchal orthodoxies and oppose mistaken conceptions of \male identity. 'Yet as she says, it also
"

~~sr,se for women to mobilize around the social construct 6 'woman' as "...modem femi~!l\;\
'is landed with the identity of woman 'as °an acl1iJVed fact of story and epistemology.',,73 Id"
Cixous' and'Irigaray's body politics, the female body is. considered a product of social histories.

relations and discourses - all of which define it and determine iill re utation. However they also;:y
acknowledge that it is experienced by women, albeit as lacking or incomplete. By asserting the

experience 6f women in their currently constituted bodily identities these theorists offer a means

of" ...simultaneously affirming those identities, questioning their origins 8n4 ideological functions,
and working towards a non-patriarchal expression of gender and the body. "'<4 Perhaps a form of

painting which appropriates such a body politics offers an affumation of female de.sd'e in the face

of patriarchal values? In (Is way, pethaps 'writing through the body' as Cixous advocates. could

allow for the creation of

\1iJ

"A feminine text [which] cannot fail to be more than subversive, It is volcenic: &.'1 it
is written it brings about an upheaval of the old property CfU.'It, carrier of rnasculine
investments ...in order to smash eVl'Ir)'thing, to shatter the frwnework of institutions,



to blow up the law, to break up the 'trufh' with laughfer.""
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Fig. 18 Arnold, M. DivinelY AJmOinted the ~ty of Lad.Iq (1988.)
Oil on CaIlv•• t 14.5 x 144 em.
Collection: Pretoria Ail. Museum.
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Eig. 19 Arnold, M. The ROlle and the Apple have n,2.Polilica1 Vil.l:e!'(l9S7.)
ud on Canvas, H16x 126 em.

Collection: Private.
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CHAPTERS

'CONNEcrlONs,,1

Jn tilt: previous Chapter, I positioned Siopis as an artist who approprilUes tactility in a conscious

effort to disturb and challenge opticality. In the fq1Jowingdiscussion, I will present Marion Arnold

as an artist who seems to shift between opticality and tactility, encompassing neither to a greater

degree. As I have already pointed to some significant aspects of ~,cholia and because of its

extreme tactility, the latter seems an appropriare work to use as a point of reference for my

examination of other contemporary still-life painters.

Arnold's 'oeuvre' encompasses a brosd spectrum of formal and conceptual concerns. I will refer

to two examples - DivinelY ~inted me Propgtx qf I.adies (198B) (Fig 18)2and The Rose Jmg

the Apple have no Political View~) (1981) (Fi~ 'yi which seem to embody many of these. While

I will discuss the former painting with particuW: reference to the conceptual issues it raises, I will

examine the latter refeJrrlng to both stylistic and iconographic concerns. Alth9ughJ feel that many

of these coseerns are equally applicable to Divinely Appointedl for the sake of clarity these have

not been indicated. I will rely on you, as reader, to make connections between these two works.

Arnold's still-lites reflect hP.rposition a'! a white woman in Africa ,with a Western cultural heritage

who spent her .formative years: ir. Zimbabwe.' Her painting 1.<1 informed by diverse references,

including fennnist, literary' and histcrical6 reference.'i. These form autobiographk~ threads
\lliroughout her work. As she states; !

'i :J

"What I am doing is making work about myself· about my feminist corr¥>uent, just
all I am concerned abolj.t my African component or my intellectual component. ..I want
10 bring together inmy work my own intellectualiy orientated English upbringing and
stylistic her{ •age and training with the fact that I live ill tn.K-. ~~,..n., .powerful and
tumultuous environment. ,,1 .i '

In .Q.tW~~~~, Afnold'li feminist concerns are iconographically apperent," She notes that

this title was derived from It male criuc who deemed the still-life genre as 'the divinely appointed

property of ladies.' This comment reflect.'! ..the hiStorically sanctioned belief that the study of the

human form requires greater intellectual effort and as such is more 'suitable' subject matter Col.·

male artists - whereas the 'minor' genre of still-Iife is the 'natural' subject matter for women,"

Arnold uses this. work to comment on the "...panoptical male connoisseur ..." in women's
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consciousness. 1(\ i.e. the form of bodily self-surveillance exercised by women ill our culture.

Berger identifies this. noting that paintings of the rude in Western art imI»ly a male spectator an~

arc constructed for the male gaze: 11

\)

" ... M!I1 act and WO~1l appear.,¥en I.XJkat women. Woman watch themselves being
looked &1. This determines not only musl relations between men and wome!. btl! also
the relation of women to themselves. The surveyor of woman itl herself is male: the
surveyed female. Thus she turns herself into an object - and most particularly an ,.
object of vision: a sight. "IZ (\ .

I I

In pivtn£~ppomted, a clay hippo symbolizing woman, isdepicted as sell-reflecting .in the
1 ':1

mirror, The title ironically denotes the minur as woman's 'property,' r,L1ying on the tradition of

the nude which often uses Lie mirror as a symbol of wome':(~ SllDpi,lgc,1 'vanity.' Its ~ktton,

connived to make woman an accomplice in her owfi objectific:ationP 1'luyugh ~lf·reflection,

woman attempts to gain 'insight" intq who she is. However dle mirror reflects only e>:terhal
"

appearances and she is able to see berm:lf ol1ly as positioned in patrian=hal culture. Reflected in the
c.

pieces of mirror stu9k onto the frame, the.viewer is placed in a similarly specular position. Arnold
Ii _.=

evokes these ideas poetic:illy: '/-

'The looking glass .. When woman looked out at the wqttd me knew herself only lla 0

man saw her • his image of woman. Only the mirror permitted woman to gaze upon
herself. woman ~~ing woman. And all the tiInfi'maa thought this habir was vanity,
No. It was pltint1ih introspection, :\he only way woman had of determining what sne
really was. And yet the mirror was not II friend; it was. plu~ and answered none of
the questions woman posed to it. Between the silent truth 'of the mirror and the verbal
lies of man, where was .wd.;~,a;l tv find hllTIIelf?"!4

\\

\ The artist notes ~hat her pronG,; use of the decorative (evident III the decorated mirror, hippo's

floral necklace. decorauve cloth/landscapJ surface, internal and external frame) is intended f{}

acknowledge the decorative elements historically a(feature of women' s crafts am! to countJ>
derisive connotations often associated with these elements," She, states:

"I refuse to concede that the decorative is a pcjoratj,(~ term, If [people} 'Hanted to
offer all insult they would c:IiUyour work merely 'deCoratilJe/ If somebody clllh~my
work 'de<:.orative' I am pleased rather than insulted, To give 1.he decorative a ('Jaded
pejorative connotation is tile produci of all itUological attitude to'arlmaki!1.S whi-:h
'1-. :1lI1p.d10 evaluate thl. image 10 the status of the prec« "lived Intellectual $c/uma."
16 . l .

This 'preconceived intellectual schema' is outlined by Naomi Schor who points out mat since the

mid- 18th century, the (,.euul is frequently,~ociated ,I.·;th ~ o~btal - earrying r.oonotati':;I}lS
,. i ( , ' ,

o

\\

(9

,\
\)
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of effeminacy and decadence and with tne everyday. I? Along with Schor, EmestOombrich notes

that historically in Western culture, the deta~l is often regarded witi1,Jl08tility and suspicion. Neo-

Classical doctrines of the 18th century, such as Joshua Reynolds' Discourses on Att epitomize this

view. Fod~eynolds. th(. detail is incompatible with the Sublime and the Ideal. These concepts

stress totalization, unity and ,;l.t'I_.,sbsence of particularity. 'Genius' is associated with the

comprehension 1)f the whole. ~E!eYnOldsiin!r~ detail with nature and defonnity, making iMplicit

connections with the pathologi4 . Schor notes that in so doing. he re~terates ~hCsexual stereotype, s
of Western ~hilosophy, which I, We maleness with form, femaleness with fonnless manN:

,! I'
.....the alwaY'\j imperfect nature 1rhich awaits the (mal~) artist's trained eye to attain the beauty of

the Ideal is d\ the idealist tradltion,~Jeminifte."11 Further, Reynolcl.s associates the Sublime with
, ' ~'

grandeur and ~xlniformity, con:J,iUerlng it to be a ...... manly. jl()~l~, dIgnified manner .. .'"19 The
\ '"

'feminine' deW~;\with its tendency towards protiferatiqn, excess and the 'picturesque' is'thoue.ht

to f~ue ~l: r;yr.: and produce anxiety.20 ~

These vie~Ns of the detail influenced 19th. and 20th century critics, While Greenberg is not

necessarlly hostile to the decorative, he stresses maw •.i&listdecorative unity. Here "...every element

WId every areat!.[is] equivalent in accent and emphasis, "ZI He notes that without this 'achieved

~iW' the surface becomes ·ten~nles. ..• and 'merely decorative' in a pejorative sense.2'1 .'
# \" \II

Arnold's concern with t.lte de<'.orati\~ irulicates a link with tactility. I have attempWd tC, show that

in Western visual tradition, hierarchi~~ ca~gorie~of the ge~era1/JW1icu]llI',posses"ion/generosity,

unity/dispersal and so on have been\::qlJJ11ed ;"ith masculine and fet;linine polarities. This

privileging of patriarchal qualities seems to have given rise to C'.ertain 'criteria' for gauging quality

in the visual arts. Th~ 'criteria' largely compromise female involvement and pleasure. Through

her attempts to acknowledge and valoo;ze U1ctile concerns, Arnold questions some of these

patriarchal values. However, she locates herself as an ambiguous figure between opticality end

tactility, noting, ,~:

"1 work or. levels of ambiguity, bringing both the Intellectual ambiguities which are
part of my Tole as sn art historian ant' the Detail arunaking or involvM)ent if! the
creative process ...I wou.\dn't like to locate myself in any one perspective becfiWJe I
think that it restricts the spectator ."23

In m3DYof Arnold's works, 8(1 interplay between dUBlityand unity forms an importattt thread. She
Ii

says:

"'COl1lM".ctions'forms a key concept in my critical thinking: itlll10l all ilsue of binary
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opposites prioritizing over one another, but trying to locate It wlfoy in which one can
affirm two apparently contradictory concepts by making the ap~,~ate connections
between them., ,,'14

c.

In The Rose obje-cts are used as socio-cultural metaphor". Symbols of a European heritage (lace

doileys and roses) are juxtaposed with objects of African origin (Shena headrest, clay pot, guinea

fowl.) Cultural dualities are supported by an emphasis on difference e.g. mass-produced Western

toys contrast with hand-crafted African artifacts."

In contrast to the volume (If th(l depicted objects, the area depicting sky is characterized by gestural

mark - rendered as a series of flat linear stria~i\)ns. In areas depicting land and cloud formations,

marks are inte~ted as ~l1citi.Hke shapes. These ace echoed in th((l1ili.ntc;.dborder and wooden

frame. In ~H~wayan intel:P'iay between illusionism anet flatness is set)~p. This interplay is reflected

in Arnold's working processes. Objects are observed from life. Components of the painted

lnndscape are taken from drawings done by the artist en-situ." The artist derives information from

'an a1ready~processed surface, setting !:hesubject matter at a remove and allowing H ... initial impulse

[to be] transformed and re-formed bv will and intuition •..«nIi .

W,hilst perbl1ps not as c.ieictica1Iyassertive as the mark used by Siopis or myselr. Arnold's gestural

n{ark does supply the viewer with information concerning the artist's body as site of the image. In

contrast to the illusioninstic oojects - where evidence of brushmark is minimized and areas of the.
, .

surface are smooth - the mark revealed in the surrounding spaces is in ihe deic:tic preseru, giving

cvidencQ.of an essentially human action. Tactility is suggested in this way and in the hand-carved

frame tlere some of the depicted forms are repeated three-dimensionally. This intensifies the

interplay between dualities of surface and depth, the tangible and the .husory. As in Divins;ty

Atm;Qirilll!:\.the patterns in hoth frame and picture are intended to valorize the (debtlsed) decorative

and croft traditions histunc:a1iy associatetl with womell.2a

The lower register of the surface is significtmtJy 'weightier' UUUlthe upper region. Objects are

placed ill this space and the landscape projects illuslonisucally towards th~viewer, appearing to

sp1U out of the bottom frame. This 'weightedness' suggests a sense (\f bodily access - the lower

register of the painting. like the lower register of the body. becomes a site of support. at

In this painting, as in Di.:\L,in.£ly,'\ppointed. features such as deictic mark. carved frame, pre-

O1.:cupationwith the decorat-ve and 'weightedness' of the lower region combine to suggest a desire

for tactility. However, aspects of her paintings also seem to contradict this desire. For example. The

RoSl.~appears n particularly 'executed' ormechanical work - a work which stresses 'the given' in
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various ways.

Forms are repeated as if according to a system. Positioning the headrest and pot on the left and

right hand sides of the format respectively divides the pictorial space into dualities. Separation is
ii

suppened by a dividing 'path' radiating from between the two mountain ranges on either side.

Forms imaged on one side are repeated on the other: three apples find repetition in three roses, a

guinea fowl and African animal feature in front of the doileys on roth sides. Ordering and control

over the picture plane may have been facilitated by its relatively small scale.

Hierarchical figure-ground relanons are emphasized. As Arnold says: "[t]he crocheted mats control
"

the space within which the COim is situated ...objects are entrapped in a particular spatial

enJronment in a o::marca~ territory. "3Ci This becomes evident if we compare her use of figJ,ire-
ground delineatio::l with Siopis' use of these relations in the lower register of M~¥holm. In ~

i.~lter>smoothness of surface and defined outlines alternate with areas of paint which have been

b:.liIt up into relief. Outlines form anddissolve, echoing the life-cycles of birth, growth and decay· ..

evoked imagistically.
1ft

~JI
The Rage has a 'uniformity' about its surface and structUre. Objects are frontally pre~nted, as if

on c,!isplay. They are primarily unbroken. Predominantly primary colours are used in;::. rllay which

sepamt.es hues. Illusioninstic forms appear generalized, with relatively undifferentiated ~extureSor

surface detail. This becomes clearer if we compare it to Siopis' contrasting surfaces inMr),moUa.
where textures and qualiti~,s are infmitely varied through heightened attention to, ~~tail and

differentiation between smooth and activated surface,<J. I

These factors combine to support the genera! sense of 'giveness.' III contrast to !j~!2Y! " in
which the artist uses multiple formal and iconographic factors to create a sense of mys~~ry ~lll£"
Rose seems 'obvious' to the eye. This may be connected to the immediacy of we ~Ilodemist

surface, which assumes the work to be pre-eminently pictorially 'given' . stressing toUl1U!~ll&; values

of 'pure presentness' and 'achieved unity.' i
, I

In,iPe Rose dualities which 1 have pointed out thusfar" are echoed in we play betw{en closed

~f open forms,WhO'l apples, pl~ on the closed surface of the headres; coetrast Wi~'l the open

pot cl)ntaining roses. The artist notes that for her this interplay refers to a schism ftween her

personal' life and public presentation of self.31 She comments that the paper bag. lepicted in

D:vinely AQpQintedl first interested her for formal reasons, yet through re1~ted l became a

sym~111l ~nal significance. With its reference to interior and exterior space,13 she intends
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it to symbolize the discrepancy between the public and the private.~ This interplay between

interior and exterior space also suggests masculine and feminine polarities" ~an association whicil, ..
is ~~Wportedby the depicted male guinea fowl on the left and female on the right h8nd side.

'\

Me~~lia. like ~ Rose,. is constructed around dualities. However, these dualities suggest
ii \
[I v\'

\;

"Ref.~tition.textural articulation, layering, containers and voids, HIecentral vase with
ill! t~. flowers, the deep tunnel space behind, the 'staged' cutting open below, the
relatiol\, between open, closed, core, circumlerence; rigid, soft; singular, multiple;
nurture ~d alienatic)'!! and on and on.:" '16 _\ .-

In addition to the \iseXualityt of many of the figures. these dualities »Oint to an experience of

mobile sexual diffe~~ltiation. Like ciXous' concept of a multiple, variable and everchanging

bisexuality which n.ei;~ excludes differerace nor either sex, dualities are pre. sented .....not fi.Xed in
sequence of struggle an~~expulsion ...but infinitely dynamized by an incessant process of exc}lange
from one subject to ano~r ...37 .

\
In MxllID. cholia d~tie=S f never JeCO.pled,.,Siopis does not "' ..•.~Ul differences. ,...,bu..,)t"s~sth ..em
up, pursues them, me ~ them ." 311 Arnold however 'fixes' wIth her use o(::~~;.po~.' .~e
numerous dualities presen ~ in The Rose are reconciled in the PICtorial format, in aCC~rdance with

Arnold's belief that "[elv~~thing' functions because of its antithesis, and in the interval

between ...the shifting space }or action."" Reconciliation is indicated in !.lie 'solid' space of the

landscape which .' like the space between the three elliptical surfaces in Mel§.ns:hQlii\~ serves as
I,

a positive area of aifmnation. in the two depicted toy aefuplanes hovering between headrest and

pot and in the plac~ent of a depkt.ed'toj' soldier in the pathway between the two groups of

anjmids. These all function in the ~ fetween the polarities, serving ).0 connect and unite them.

Through reconciliation of opposites. pictorial unity ill achieved. This 'achieved unity' is e'l.'l1pba.,ized

by an 3rderi~g of fOnDS to create a 'whole' and by the frame and border which 'contain' the

painting.

At first, this painting ~peI;Ired 'simple' to me ~ an autobiographical representation of two facets

of the self (masculine and feminine) reconciled in an uns01ple environmer.t of war. Yet

conversation with the artist and a more intense exploration of the work has complicated my reading

of the painting. In some ways the work seems to concur with Arnold's intentions, yet in other

ways, ther» are contradictions. For instance. the artist states that

"There is never an overt autobiographical rnenifestation in still-life, there'lj a lot of
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However, it may be argued that Arnold's iconography is 'O()ViOUS' - thesecmetaphOlS may be

'easily read.' Even though she uses intertextual references' •.objects seem to 1\veal iheir identities

clearly as autobiographical metaphors. The composition ap~ as if analytically, instrumentally

ord red i,n order to support the •giveness' of her iconography.
\1 0
r/

Referring to MelancholJih Siopis also says that "[t]hings are not quite what they seem.?" Sbe too

intends objects to function as autobiographical metephors;42 yet here these seem to operate ill a

more complex w.~y. Siopis uses postmodemist concerns (intertextuality, parod~, slJegt;)ry and

appropriation Of\~\~tOrica1images and traditions) 1.0 challenge 'optically given presence.' Vmons
" {1 1/

emblems, which refer 1.0 European 17th century slill-life traditions, are imaged. As I noted in
'ci'

Fbapta· 1, some scholars hold that these are used as ~gns to convey 'hidden me~nings.' Her? they
.r ':
may be identified with postmodern slleeory.43 Not only materW mntter end imaged form are

layered, but also multiple signifying codes. and conventions. As Richards nOIei "[t}here is in
, ()

pumring and producing meaning ...t1t sense of action very unlike, the contemplative passivity which

simply ~ei~" a framed J!nprint of a 'given.'H,u
x.': 'J ,_,

Ii
From tit 1',. we can gauge t.lw Arnold does not invest the surface and iconography to the same

degree as Siopis: here" ...still-life [becomes] a convention through which personal concerns are put

across at a.distance."4S Although the painting operates on \~ level of 'the given,' revealment

serves primarily to conceal. Modernist concerns of 'giveness)pure presence' and 'achieved unity'

~ Prevatent. Her iene.~ approach seems to be 'formulatized.' indicating an incongruity with
c

st.a1ements suggesting 'inruitive lnvclvement in the creativ~ process.'

Inte."eStingly. Arnold's concern with picturing and reconciling dualities reflects her approach in

relation to optica1ity and tactility. Through frequent references to gender issues, women artists and

their works from within a historical context, Arnold shows her sympathy with feminist concerns.

Of)1er tactile fsctora- evident in her use of the decorative, assertion of gestural mark. substantiality
of th(~lower region and tactile carved frame • around. Perhaps it is in her ability to shift between

olltiClrland t&'.tileapproaches, ramer than through the 'giveness' of her iconography, that the artist

realizes her desire ".,..not to define but to multiply meaning, H<\6

'\\
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1. This title is ¥v~ from a one-person ~.f~bitiOn of still-life painting called 'Connections' which Arnold hd.d
aI, the Goodman Gallery,JoI,annesburg in 19~8.

This pllinting VliU be referred to as 12iW~A'l?J:!Ointl.d from now on.

I will refer to the paintinl~ as The Rose from 'lO.... <-'11.

These bi~phical details, have a bea:rl'ng on 1:•.. ",·J,~·;~ment ,; her worlt in relation to opL:icality and tactility.

5. ~fa"'i~~rest in e:.Irty 20th centllr)f' English li~~ ltC sln':"!;' informs her wo-!<. The title .of this painting is
a phrase deriv9fi from the writings of Virginia WO')lf. (Am)1" (I Interview with the artist. Pretoria: Jullll990.)

(ri; " "

&. For ex.~e. 'The 8w'1t;1 of Hunga (1088) makes dtrect histor;ul reference to C('AJrbet's Burial at Omana, Based
on-the latter.i,l\rnold's w,llil: 1000tes the;:buriallK',cne ill a South African socio.potijical conlC.<:t.~. '

"', Arnold, M. Quoted iI/Korber, R. 'i;m being a White Artist in Africa' ~.' Mail 19-25 July 1985.
, II
8. Arncild l.taroS thlt she is a ' .. corry'futlcd feminist. .," and that "[t]here are ~Iuent refcrencet to Ceminist i,soo
r.nd to wOI/'len,pIists ill IUmost all rrt, works." (Arnold, M Intetview with the ~iCtist.Ibid.)

/

9. Se.:-,nJ~er (eds.) Parker, R.lpoIlocIr.. G. /Old Mistresses pp 50-81. '

10. Bartky, S. 'FI;\lq~l1lt, ~br''>ininiJ~.l'ndthe ModemiNUion of Patriarch&1.Power' (eds.) Diamond, I. and Quinby.
L. FelPinillm and f,op...~.\'!lli3-!1?flec~1:lI1S CY.1 Rem•.lance Boston, Northeastern University Press, 1988. P 72. Quoted in
W<Aff, J.1J!! P 1;..:7.· ..

11 fbi. observation bas led many ~d genetlltion feminist attists to question the representation c.f women's bodiCi.
These artilll! propose that women's bodies are generally portrayed in ways which repre.sent them as objects for the
male gaze and at: 'l'ttiections of male desire, Mainlaining that gender dU!et"encc is Consttuctod in the 'soopc field,'
these feminists b<-!levethat ropresenl1llion is not "•..a mimelis of lome altimak.reality. bUt rather a ~y ofref1ectmg
culture's vision of itself. [1t] legilimi~1 culture', dominant ideology, and ill therefore inevitably politic8lly motivated.
It COtlStr\l(',1.'I diffexence through ,!l re-presentation of preconditioned concepts about pder ...ths.t are at the veri
foundation of our ideology and system of beliefs." (Gouma-Peterwn, T. and Mathews, P.. ~ P 335.)

14, Berger, J. Ibid. P 47. In contetnporaTy and hiauxical repte»entalion thexe II1:e abundant f<Xlllll in wflich the
apparatua works to constitute the S!!bj~.ct S.!I specifically male. These include womet. 's ~tation in cinema.
advertising. fashion toodels, the media and the tradition of the lemale nude. The COtIllllUction of wo~'a identity
in these representations is generally that 'man is viewer, woman viewed.' At, Mulvey notes: "{i]n a world ordered
by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has been split between active!ma1e and ~live/female. The detc:rmi.ning
male gaze projects its fantasy onto the ferrWe figure, which is styled aceordingly. In their trlI.ditionai em.bi1ionilt
role women are simultaneously looked .1 and displayed, witb their aypealMCe coded for strong vi,ual and erotic
impact 10 that thoy can be said to cennote to-be-looked-tlt-~JlI. ".,omell displayed as l5Cual object is theleilmoliv
of erotic spectacle.i.she holds the look, plays to and lignifies rrI#e desire: (Mulvey, L !,~c!:.p 366.)

13. See further Berger. J. Ibid. P 51.

14. Arnold, M. 'E.'ttraclll from Diary Entrie~for CoJlI1ectiOllS' Connections Exhibition Catalogue, 19&,8.

15. Arnold, M. Imerview with the artist, Ibid.

16. IbiJ. Italics my own.

17. Schor, N. Ibid. P 4. Schor refers to the detail in both !he visual arts and literature, with reference to its relation
to gender hierarchization, As historical criticisms and M overview of the detail is broad. I have only referred .,0'
selected points. (See further Gombrich, E. H. The Sense of Order: A Study in the P,ychol_q&! t'(Dcco~Y!.&!. Ghs.
1-2 for a history of the decorative in the visual arts.) ,
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is. Schor. N. Ibid. P 16. Privileging of form over detail is considered a sign of IIl'ti.$tic virtue in Italian Renaissance,
paintings, In the split between the Southern and Northern ttaditionJ. the .!'lOre particularist Dutch 17th centl1f)'
tradition I'll genenilly considered as 'leslla'.' Alpers flOWS that this privileging of Southern art over the Northern may
be attributed to Ii covert association of t.ir: former with the 'feminine' because of i(· iten<lency towards deuailism.
(Alpers, S. Quoted in ~~, N. Ibid.) However. Ili nOlied in ch, 1. the DUlCh use of detail i.; localed in an optic.!
framework, functioning to make the depicted world more visible and' present to the eye.

19 Reynolds. I. Quoted b Schor. N. ibid. p ']f).

20. AI Schor notes, t.he dc,:~l may be perceived as '!:hretllenirJi' because of its tendency to w... subvert an intetnal
hierarchic ordering of the work .•.which clearly subordinates the peripbery to the centre, the accessoljIlO the principal,
the foreground to the background." (Schor, N. Ibid. P 20.)

21. Greenberg, C.lli4. p 156.

22. See further KUlpit, D. B.lli£h PI> 57-86.

23. Arnold. M. Ig!,d. Speaking of her tole as an art historian and theoretician, Arnold l'eflJl.'Sto her position as Senior
Lecturer in the Department of i:hstocy of Art and Fme Arts at UNISA and as an an critic.

24.~
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Fig. 20 Dielrit.::h. K. H. Still-Life with :F:roze«l ~ tM! (198Ci.)

Tempera and Oil on c/Jmvu. 89,9 x 120 em.
Collection: JOb.ann~ur& Art Gallery.
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Fig. 21 Dietrich. K. H. AgpesSoma and the Nyarnisoro(1988.)
Pastel 011 Paper, 200 x 110 ern (irregular.)

Collection: Private.
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Fig. 22 Siopi., P, Pllliep9C on .. Moo'!}IDe!lt • 'A Hi$!V Prdn;h~:G.:,; .,';88.)
Oil Peint and Collage"i200 x 180 em.
Collection: William Hun:q>briesArt Gallery, Kimberley.
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CHAPTER 6 1\

MASTERY AND MS-TERY

il
In contrast to 1.he way Arnold appears to [;hift between positions of opticality and tacti!i(y, I would

position Keith I?ietAich's work as. more extremely opticaL Cixolls'_;remise. mentioned in ChaPter

4, that evidencf ~f a 'masculine' or 'feminine' libidinal economy is not necessarily gender specific

seems pertinent to my discussion of his work. qxous notes that writing by '8 man may have

characteristics of a 'fema!,e,,Jibidinal economy' and visa versa. Although Dietrich's work is

sig'riifi~tly optical, I am no~!ng a neces~e'.l'Yconnection between opticality avd sex. Optical

painting may 9150 be produced by it woman:
'.1

DietricWs Still·Life with Fro~n Chicken Legs (1980) (Fig, 20)1 and Agnes Boikanyo and the

N:'i:amisoro (1988) (Fig. 21Y~will ~ used as examples of his work. Wliilst the former is a more

traditional still-life rendering; ~ forms part of a series o~. later pastel drawings in which
;,1 j',I

African men and women are depicted with still-life, obje:::ts. I have chosen to discuss an example

of this series tor the following reasons. I~Ithese drawings, Dietnch notes that "... still-life imagery

and the figure are rendered as if of equal i;mportance. tt;J Even though worked in pastel, he considers

these drawings as paintings because the '!flay in which colour is built up resembles his appJication

j.t.lf colour in the painting process. For hii,m, the overall '<look' of the surface resembles that of an
','J," ;j

illusionistic painting," Further, a vaintiiis of this series was exhibited at the Valparaiso Biennial
1'- OJ

of Art VUI in 1987, which had stin-li~le as its theme.
I

Like Dietriehs' Ames. Siopis' Patiffii1r on a Monum,mt - :a_.History Paintin_g' (1988) (Fig. 22)5

images the figure together with still-life objects. Thel~t*~f wfU be used as a point of comparison
:/ .. I

to Dietrich's painting of the figure.

Writing about Still-Life in 1983. 7~;etrich notes that his intention is to
I'
1/
1

.....alter stereotyped visVtm and provide Il fresh assessment of the 'ordinary' .•.As a
result of the Photo R~~listic approach employed, the dialectical tension between
subjective ~ objective realities became clear in the simultaneous heightened sense
of illusion ..ind assertion of pictorial flatnesa"

He goes on to suggest that although surface-d6pth ambiguity and objective and subjective values

are manifest, a primary aim is to present as 'objective' a representation as Possible. He attempts

to pt'lrtray'objects as " ...independent of any meaning or function that we have ascribed to them'"
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,Jd as "; .stripped of their labels, ..culnUii and h~~~~P~';-~alues."8 In so doing, he intends to'"I I (I;;l
m~'limizc subjective 'Md emotive connotations and n1~ize seIf-~tfer.entiality.9 I

Diel.l'ich rums to achieve this objectivity!O 1~lrough photoieruism. This approach to painting

auempts 11) approximate photographic reaiity. Dietrich notes that while the above worle was painted

from .life, there are "...indirect reference[s] to the photographic image ..."n By rendering objects

"as accurately as possible," be aims for what he considers as the 'factual truth' of the

photo!':raph.ll The photograph as allegedly 'observed truth'.~ a 'factual record' is contested by

dlcorJ,s such as John Tagg, Tagg notes that at each stage ~f the photographic process "...ch~ce

effecrs;,\purposefuI interventions, choicci;,8l1d variations produce meaning.,,13 The photograph
I

constiunes "...the production of a new, specific reality ...which becomes meaningful in certain

transactions and has real effects, but which cannot refer or be referred to..•as truth. "I" ,.

For Dietrich, a smooth sur:f~ is essential to create a likeness to the photograph.IS He empl9}'s

complicated techniques to achieve this, He models forms in egg tempera until the de.~ pl8s1icity

and tonal values are achieved. Tfiereafter the egg tempera is 'smoothed down' to minimize traces

of labour, using oil paint sprayed on with an airbrush."

il
Retrospectively, Dietrich notes that hi1! desire to achieve' M 'absolutely~, smooth surface was

hindered by his preparation of the pain~~g support. The painting was executed on 10 ounce linen

canvas prepared with polymer acryW, ~kJnd containing IIl8l"ble;dl.lSt. At no stage was the ground
"

smoothed with sandpaper. This ~fbn, together with the coarse grainedtempera underpiUnting,

presented ",..a slightly textured world/pg Surface ..."17He adds that "[allthough the underpaillting
! ,

was rendered with sable brushes, a ce'ttain degree of brushmark and buildup of paint could not be
~ 0

avoidOO:,l& In his attempt to create an 'absolutely' smooth surface, even evidence of the texture

of the ground support is considered undesirable, much less the subjective connotations which may

be conveyed through brushmark.

Like the camera, which never comes into direc~'COl1tactwith the surface it reflects, tile mechanism

of the airbrush does not make centact with the picture surface. Both rnechanisrns employ

par'Icularly insubstantial elements in producing an image, such as li&1\\ and air. The, degree w
\.,

which distance and detachment fu;lm the surface has occured becomes clear if compared the
I!

simularum in Melancholia.

":: .. ,. :_, U '
Surface-depth ambiguity is realized l>Y contrasting objects with crisp edges (the metal flask, edge,

of the polystyrene box) with Iorms whose edges are relatively blurted (tablecloth edges, chair legs.)
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This interplay indicates the influence of photographic focl!sing:~ich ':pulls in! and '~hes back:'
~..____ <

all ilInagery lying on the ,¢xtensional axis onta a singU;'"'Cfiroctionalplane." In this photOreali'ltiC

paini~!lg, these edges appear shgntly unclear. However such 'uafocusing' is relative to its context,
,,\ ,(

If cd\~pfu-ed to 'painterly' areas of Melancholia. in which outlines at times dissolve ii)to areas of
, "-..":

surrounding ground, Dietrich's 'blurred' edges appear defined.

o

Dietrich uses airbrush to achieve this 'blurred' ef\~~ 20Although I bave-suggested that blurring

",of I~ges in painting can be a feature of tactility, his association of these effects With~, 'subjective
\1

COI1sciOUSJ1ess' seems incompatible with my suggestion. The areas in the painting where these

, effects occur do not disrupt ns overall smooth surface. Such totali7.ationlulows the surface to read

priit1arilyoptical. As. in thr~photograph which 'fixes' the transitory. the still-life is rendered as1';; ,

fu11el(ISS and static by the 'Ul11formity of :ts surf~;
Ij

I ,,'

Th~ illusionism may be ~llmpared to ute sin~lty-POi\lt p8rspectlire of the camera. The vieWUtg
, " ,'"

osub}4ictis positioned as a si~fgular, centred presence, enabling 'him' to control the image. AS Ka~ jJ'\I i \.__.,

Un\';er notes: ,I ' __ :'

I)' ~/I \0\
"Based On. the cl~tneraobscura O'filie Rer.r.&issar.iCe.photogtaphic l\."Pf~entation
implies both a fr4Jned scene or object and a controll,in8 point of view: through a
'systematic deceilition,' tbe single-point. perspective in the lens' ... arranges all
information ~#ing to the Ia,¥s of projection which place the "ubject as geOrrl'etric
point of origin O/I!the scene in :l.n imaginary relationship with real space ...it is the
medium's putati~lieiransparency that bestows tl.e illusion of naturalness, effllQing the
image 's fl!brica~\on under the guise of objectivity, A21

Ifl~ .
in Me1ancho~ this pe!f!fpective ~presented in the illosi<mistir; 1.'reessiona! space - is simultaneously

challenged by thl~shiil~ng, multiple viewpoints of the area depicting the table. As I iniifcirted'}n
~I~i

Chapter 4, multifile e1~ples of fragmentati<m~num eroua light SO~S ~~iclt cast an indeterminate
Ii'

number of incoogruoi).s shadows and excess mttttipulation of the sl~ace combine to shift attention

away from the whot/t A singular v~.age point from whibh to 'f,ake in the work' ~ fac~ljtated in

I .~,

!)

o :

Dietrich' s more sytlli~prlc painting -, is challenged in both lower aad upper lower registers. The eye

cap barely 'take in'!lthe ongoing space of the lower register and infinite dsprh implied in the upper.

In this way> '(he illusionism - on one level convincirig ~ is ~;tantiy undermined.
\/"

"
In Still-Life blue-green tonalities predominate, Dietrich notes that. because or their shorter

~- 'I' .•. ' ,

"wavelengths, colours on this cool end of the spectrum produce ".•.soothing, harmoniQ>JSeffects ..,"

which he believes characterize ":..emouonal control.," adding that titis ~ particulm'l~ evident in the

blues which ..,...point to the realm of the transcendental, '''2% Colour lise is intended to distance tM i)
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viewer;~d deny the material world. In MeJMchQlia the colour red pervades. As Richards points
---r/,

out, in the Book of Revelations .....scarlet is interpreted smbivaleatly as 'an expression of splendour

and lust as well as a sign of the blood shc" by saints.'"~ Red can also be identified with ritual.

fire and blood, possibly recalling emotional states of passion. violence and excitement.
()

Meat is depicted in the bottom Ieft-hanrJ corner of the table in §YU-Lif$. With its refetr<!'!t:esto the
'yo

body, i: cffers the potential for identificatory responses. However these are precluCied by his

portrayal ()f meat as sanitized, wrapped and frozen. In this way, essocianons with the body are

suppressed." In fyfelancholia. reminders. of the body are conveyed not only through colour, but
I •

also iconographically and through the rrwtenEJ surface.

In Still-Life df'..nial of materiality is heightened by emphasis on the d1subste.ntial qualities of light.

Figures and ground are illum . .Jited by a singular, static lightsource. As in Dutch 17th centlU)'

~tings, reflective surfaces (pIast~ metal) are empha.~izc.d. When mti<lU1ated in oil paint. these

surfaces "...render ...space as luminous by diffusing the represented objects into light substance."~

In ~f!l¥h2!ii Siopis has articulater.l the lower regiBtel' as a "...obsessive heavy body ... " of thick

IJIlir~. In the upper region, paint is applied II•• .in translucent iridescent veils and fleeting dwmes
I'

alm.,r: without body ..."2ti As in Th~ ~2IS( and 'IJm::x ~ Clo\hs. such 'weightedness' of the

lower region may allow for a sense of bodily access. In contrast, Dietrich's wM' preseuts light in

the lower region, creating a feeling of insubstantiality. This is emphasized: by the structu.-e of the

painting. Objects are positioned in the ~r register, enhm1:~ng the insubstantiality of the lower.

,!1 ~ ..

Whatever the meaning attributed to tbe relative blurring lJfedges (assertion of pictorial flat.rle8S and

proposed relatiOn to a more subjective consciousness.) m88teiy of medium, a 'fixed' system of

signification and determinate subject position seem primary. These factors are opacal. In contrast

to Siopis' excessive processing of raaterial and meaning in ~~"ffiCh2lil' which resists the closure

of a single 'given' interpretation. the viewer is offered a hypostatized image with the sbiUty to

accept the simplicity of a visible 'truth.'

TI;e particularly mediated quality of Dietrich's painting sl;f~ests what Bryson describes as

"...disembodied vision." The painting is 'present; offeredaa ft tosalized 'whole' for the viewer's

gaze, This may allow 'him' to objectify. mastel and possess the depicted scene. Although Dietrich

intended to achieve a heightened de~ ot objectivity, he unself consciously invokes all the \,

features of oplicality and its implicitly subjective power relations, It is under th::.guise of allegedly
,'I

'obje, live' empirical observation, that the artist/spectator is empowered M a 'disembodied l/eye.'
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In contrast !n Still·Life, in Agnes Dietrich intends to manipulate the meaning of the depicted

objects in relation to the figure. In so doing, he hopes to subvert the traditional convention of

portraiture which, influenced by humanist discourse, positions the figure a') central to the painting

and considers objects as supportive 'prcp~.'27 He notes that

"[tjhe objects are not meant to be subordinate to the figure ...they are there to say
more about the figure. The figure and still-life [are} both SO closely l~lated. I love
objects because they're made by people. hlUght by people and used by people, so in
the end they're extensions of people. In th:(s work they operate as extensions of the
figure, despite their placement at the figure's feet."28

This painting is executed through several mediatory processes. D,etrich works from a photograph

of the human subjC(,:ti.e. from an already processed surface. The pl~graphic image is projected

througb an epidiascope onto the paper. Whilst in the epidiascope, covert distortions which occur
o

in the photographing process are 'corrected' in ~ attempt to approximate 'normal' vision. These

impersonal devices set the subject matter at a double remove, allowing for a heightened degree of

detachment from the surfate.29

Dietrich notes that the sense of distance achieved through use of the airbrush is If ... quite vast." He

comments that when using pastel, this distance decreases.30 The chalk comes into direct contact

I with the surface and the artist notes that he experiences a greater degree of physical involvement

by rubbing or' idging the pastel with his fingers," However, although the surface is rendered

by more tactile means, its overall 'look' is not dissimilar to Still-Life,

This treatment of th~ W!:J~en's body is mechanical and generalized. Physical details (l,winldes,

lines) are absent. {~iS ~~ls Hudson's association of totalization with the 'whole object' or

'purely optical presen~";~YTh~re is an emphasis on totalization throughout. The centrally placed,

singular figure is surround~bY objects arranged in a balanced and ordered way. Figure 8l1d objects

are ccmained in a wedge~d mount which traces the shape of her body. The ftgllf(! is
ic

illusionistically renderedjsu as to give the effect of tilting forwar4 and out of the format, This

illusion is contradjcted~y the flat .11QUnt which reasserts pictorial surface.

In the photograph which '6ietrich used as reference, as well as ill the painting, the figure is viewed

from 311 elevated position. Jr. Western culture to 'look down upon' • literally or metaphorically -

ca.ries associations of 'belitthng' th~ viewed subject. Dietrich comments that he intends this

elevated viewpoint to function only' as a formal device, to make the viewer unfamiliar with

appearances," Tilting of the camera to render the figure from an oblique viewpoint is inrendeG

(
\
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tn achieve a sin":,-~ ~!lm.If the work is hung so that the flt.'Ul'e reads as if above the spectator. this

elevated vie'il,.\;pgposition may be countered. as the viewer may be positioned to look up at the

figure and she down at the spectator,

Although Dietrich intends to subvert the hierarchical relations beween viewer ood viewed, certain

formal elements place both spectator and artist in precisely the privileged status which the artist

aimed to deconstruct.

Corhbining single-peint perspective" with an elevated viewpoint subjugates the figure to the

viewer's controlling gaze. The mount also facilitates perception of the figure as Object. Close

cropping of the format and the way the figure is 'held' in the shallow space 'confines' the viewer's

attention 10 a narrow focus, enhancing 'his' ability for possession. This is further stressed by the

mediated quality of the surface. The fact th..tl 'ie imaged subject is called an ,~sed ·otk~r' in

Western culture by virtue of both race and gender, complicates such pictorial objectification.

Such subjugation is not particular to Diemeh's painting. For instance, Tagg notes that the

photograph has been used If\ exercise power relations since the mid-19th century. 34 In disciplinary

institutions (e.g, the newly developed police force) the documentary photograph is used for

identification and record keeping. These phOlOgrap'ls constitute a standardized image where the

body is "...made object, divided and studied. enclosed in a cellular structure ...subjected and made

subject"35 Tagg cites examples from the 19th cernury where Oocumentary photography is

deploycJ in administrative and professional practices e.g. the social sciences of criminology and

psychiatry. In these discourses

..The,working classes, colonised peoples. the criminal, poor, ill-howed, sick or insane
were constituted as the passive ..•;Jr 'feminised' objects of knowledge and subjected
to scruunization through tile rhetoric of photographic documentation ."36

Siopis' fatiypce questions these power relations particular to opticality. Her painting: may be

compared to Dietrich'a Agnes. since both present a single black female figure with stm::~lfeObjects
placed at her feet. The intentions of the artisl" are also comparable. As Dietrich imends io subvert

hierarchization of the figure over objects, so Siopis challenges the conception of history painting

- which glorifies mall'S achievements - as a more soph~ticated genre over stiU-life.37

However, despite these iconographic similarities, Siopis' treatmeat of this subject matter challenges

and subverts a hierarchical viewing structure whereas Dietrich's imposes it The traditional history

painting is generally state authorized, heroic in fonn and said to be an ·1.11~jective'account of
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historical events. Siopis uses conventiona of !.hisgenre. consciously attempting to point to ways in

which this convention is inscribed with and reinforces certain forms of prejudice. As she says.

conventions of 'high' or 'fine art' are often images which are
1\ <~\

.....dOnstructe,d. some-times quite artfully, They are thus a matter of convention. not
'nature' or some sort of 'essential identity'. These conventions of representation ...are
assumed not to be subject to the same prejudices and do oot serve the same interests
as images flam other realms of image making...by virtue of thelr aesthetic autonomy.
I,work within this self-same aesthetic tradition using its own values - the effect of ~
real (illusionism), beauty. flkill and the like - in an attempt to turn :t against itself a.'1ti
to show that the aesthetic is not exempt from prejudice."31

The 'still-life' part of the picture is cornpdsedof a pile of objects and waste. This includes a skull,

a handbag. ornamental fittings, a model of a pregnant womb and broken heart. an open book, it

stretched canvas, spectacles, two busts of a black man by Anton van Vouw ... These ,pbjects are

combined with natural waste such as vegetable matter. fruj! peelings etc." Anoth~r 'insult' to the

history painting genre is that the depicted ' still-life is comprised of debris. Rat.~er than being

'artfully arranged' for the viewer's benefit. the still-life is compressed into a pile of rubbish,"

The. central figure is a parodic re-reproduction of a sculpture representing Africa," its source
, I

forms p,.\. of an allegorical set of sculptures depicting the large continents (social and

topographical) of the colonia! world foupd outside the M:JSee d'Orsay in Pmis.41 As tlte artist
points out, although her general ' ring may recall quasi-mythical postures (e.g. a frontal pose,

monumentaiity. revealed breast and pseudo-classical drape;,') and may be associated with imlgery
(J

such as Uberty Leading the People, her modest domestic action of peeling a lemon inverts thP.

.. conception of hislOry painting as a drama of human greatness 43 The 'hero' is a blact woman,

hi~Jorically positioned as 'other' in Western culture and relegated to a lower status 'by virtue of sex

and race. Like the land which is considered 'possessible,' so her body is identified as a 'dark

continent' under patriarchy,

The single-point perspective used inAg!W. is t'llallengecl by the receding landscape, which indicates

an infinite space limited only by the frame and UlCillusionism. In contrast to A8!l~ where the

figure's confinment into a narrow wedge may facilitate possession, here these kinds of pow&')

ations are questioned. As in Sti1!~W::, the spac.~ of the lower region of A8!!~ is played down.

In Patience however. the lower region is articulated as a solid, material area. The landscape

becomes progressively more insubstantial as it receeds into depth. In this way. a similar sense of

bodily identification as evident in 'f'!.le RollYmay be encouraged.
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The Iandscape is constructed from historical representations of South African history, 'taken from

current history text-books," They include depiction.~ of missionaries. Boers, black warriors, British

settlers. redcoats, wild-life, battle-scenes etc. However, Siopis notes that these illustrations present

a stereotyped, prejudiced record of South Africa's history from a dominant. 'il'litr; patriarchal

perspective,"

"Both immediacy and distance is evident in the use of medium. As Dietrich employs mechanical

means to produce a mediated image, so Siopis uses a mechanical process (photocopying) to render

the illustrations. In so doing. she intends to draw attention to the fact that these iIlustrlltions are
'constructed' representations, not 'objective' or 'transparent' reflections of reality.46 lroni>;ally this

interest in medianon still finds a tsetile form ~ preceded imagery is used in a way which is

consistent with my defmition of tactility. The photocopies are st9ck down and painted over.
"Sticking papel' onto the surface suggests a more involved hand1in~ of the medium, which is echoed

in the assertion of gestunU mark. This mark conceals and reveals the given representanens, The

manipulation to which Siopis subjects the original representations works to empty them of their

~Mhce, slgalficance and authoritative claim to meaning. In this case, repetition debases their

origmal meaning into cliche," She subverts the 'heroic actions' of the historical narrative,

rendering them as decorative motif.' History [literally] lY~peats itself'48 in decorative motifs across

the surface.

in both A&!!es and ,fatience. the space surrounding the figure is composed of repeated

motifs/images. However, these motifs manifest significant differences in treatment. In Dietrich's

work, motifs are systematically. singularly rendered" stressing order and control. These motifs

contain the space behind the figure, increasing its shallowness by asserting pictorial flatnesS - a

iacfl'}i which may facilitate possession. Siopis uses decorative motifs in ~ layezed, seemingly

random and chaodc way, creating a surface which stresses non-hierarchical principles of

formlessness and multiplicity. Mechanical re-representation of images is used to create an excessive

layering of detail and decorative motif. This excess of detail draws attenliqp away from the whole,

allowing for a response til' the picture which is not related to possession. By combining prolific use

of the decorative with illusionistic representation, Siopis undermines the unified and monolithic

values clearly asserted in ~~8!!es, commenting on the power relations which these values generally

inscribe. As Sue WUliamSi)n says,

"By using the tndi~\on of Western painting with illusionism as its dominant mode,
then subverting or dI~onstructin~\ it. Siopis focusses our attention on the prejudicial
ways the 'other' .\ blacks. fen~ales. exotics, etc. • have so frequently been
(misjrepresented in tl\:llt tradition. ','0



III many ways, Dietrich's rendering of the female appears to exemplify such (mis) representation:

she is presented as the objectified 'other,' as a 'still life .• Not unlike the colonizers and coJoniv:d

land of which Siopis speaks. the female body becomes a 'colonized terrain' subject to mastery and

control. By working within the dominant optical tradition of the history pamtiog genre, Siopis turns

itS values against itself to show that it> ••it is not only the representation of politics that is an issue,

but the politics of representation as well ... ".51

After examining these paintings and talking to the artists, an underlying premise which I seem to

be )!~ftwith is the idea of tile surface as site of investments. Arnold appears to use her .~tings
., 0 0

as sitt'S for the ex.pressiQ~i of persorlal concerns, yet articulat~ these in a way which conceals

insi~hl: i11t.o her private:( parsons. The surface is treated 'mechanically' with little emotional

investment, both ioonologically and fOrmally. Dietrich deliberately. attempts to deny subjective
, \ - _. (..

investment inu. the surface, consciously iliillploying mediatory techniqueS~d.devices which impose

it barrier between himself and t.'te surl'ac~. In M~~ Siopis combines use of the surface as

a site of material and imagistic investme\~t with mediation imposed by an overdetermining of the

sign. The artist shifts from the invoh'e,j~nt which occurs through processes of enactment to a
,I 1

distancing of herself from subject and itlUtge. As Richal:ds says
,.

"This excessive multiple processing of material and rnea.t~ resists any division
between mental and manual labour, not unrelated to the opposition of the
optical/tactile opposition. There is a powerful inoo'..p~ of oye...mind's eye, hand.
and body. This incorporation recognizes working with (com)pliallt material enables
the register of memory, touch, detached observation, interior e9bs and flows, the
pasaage of time; habit and estrangernenl.."52 ..

It is perhaps in 'flm1x I.dl!C'X Cloths !hat investment into the surf8ce is particularly ~virl~t. Here

immediacy, dire<.:tengagement with the paint and a sense of absorbdon induced through enactment

combine, resulting in a surface in which the artist

.....lays herself bare ...she physically materializes what she's thinking; she signifies it
with her body ...she inscribes what she's saying. because she <kIesn't deny her drives
the intractable and inlpa..uioneJ part they have in,$pCIkin,g. ~~ .
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1. 111is painting will be referre\,l to as Still·Life from now on.

2. I will refer to the pajllting as ~~ from now on.

3. Dietrich. K. H. Interview with ~~eartist. Johannesburg: July. 1990.

4. M I will refer to the work lIS a painting in accordance with his definition.

5. To be referred 10 as Patience from now on.

6. Dietrich. K. H. The Ordinar'r' and Mysterious Painted L'11ageSummary.

7. llie.. p 16.

8. Dietrich. K. H Interview with the artist. Ibid.

9. As Pollock notes. because the Realist text denies evidence of process it "...offers itself as merely a picture
of the world which does not depend for its sense on any other texts, references or information." (Pollock, G.
Vision and Difference p 171.)

10. He does concede however that ",.•there exits no such thi:lg as absolute subjectivity or abJolute
objectivity ..." (Dietrich, K. H. The Ordinary and M;xsterious Pail>ted !mage p 78.) In retrospect, he concedes
that to render objects as 'devoid' of meaning is an impossibility, adding that he intended rather to avoid
giving objects lUI overt symbolic meaning so that they could, to an extent, be read as fOl1l1ll in themselves.
(Dietrich, K. H. Interview with the artist. Ibid.)

II. Dietrich, K. H. The Ordin!:!I and MYsterious Painted Image p 55.

12. This relates back to the 17th <:entury trust in empirical oblervation as evidence of 'scientific' or 'true'
knowledge.

J\
"

13. Tagg, 1. Jhe Burden of Repressmtation: Essays on PhotograPhies and Hi"tories p 4.

14 Ibid \\~) .. ~ ~ ~
\ d I(

15. Tagg explains the relationship be~eel"Rea1ist modes of representation and the photograph lUI follows:
"Realism offers It fmity in which tile I:,ignifi\~ is treated as if it were identical with a pre-existent signified,
and in Which the reader's role is purelY that o~consumer. It is this realist mode with which we are confronted
''(!len we look at the photograph lIS evidence. ~~Realism ...it is the product that is stressed and production that
is repressed. The complex codes by whieh Realism. is constituted appear of no account ...Production is entirely
elided;" ~. p 99.)

16. Dietrich. K. H.Ibid. p 58.

17. !!ru!. p 62.

18. !b.!£.

19. Dietrich, K. H. Interview with the IIl1:ist.1J!!!.

20. Dietrich. K. H. The Mvstmous and OrdinaQ' Painted lttlage p 61.

21. Linker, K.1!lli!,. p 407.

22. Wen. J. The Elements of Color ~simplifiE.'dand cont\ens~ by Birrell, F.) New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhold. 1970 p 88. Quoted by Dietrich, K. H. !!!ls!: p 54. .

23. Richards, C. P. !l!i§.:. p 73.
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24. Arnold has also painted several works which image chicken legs. (See for instance It is Futil~ to Attem..!!
to Picnic in Eden (1988.») She depicts meat in a particularly 'illustrative' way; the chicken is 'mechanically'
rendered with little investment into the medium or surface. In this way, potentially disturbing 'corporeal'
asaociatioas W) similarly minimized,

25. Dietrich, K. H. 1QE. P 34.

26. Richards, C. P. Ibid. P 75.

27. Dietrich, K. H. Interview with the artist, !!ili!.

28. lli!!.

29. This process of looking through mechanical apparatUSes recalls the Dutch use of the camera obscura, The
latter device iJ devised as an aid to the eye: as a 'Sv"ientific' means of observing more 'accurately' and
'objectively .'

30. Ibid. Dietrich adds that one of the reasons he &~ using airlxush. wa.& because he "hated" the
ob~vjty atKi distance it facilitates.

31. !bid.

32. Ibid.

33. Bell comments that the carnera.like certain p!intin3S, can serve to recreate me experience of the voyeur.
but with a4vantages in this respect . .Although both may employ single-point perspective, the speeq of the
~lUnera can produce 'instances of reality' making an 'tmfolding of the scene' (as realized in the cil.ema)
possible. The reproductability of the photographic image. III well as the fact that televiJ'Wt andQcinema can
reach a large audience, reBUltsin the possibility of addressing many 'voyeurs' simultaneously. (Bell. D. M.
Ibid. P 31.)

34. Tagg, J. Ibid. pp ,11-2.

35" ~p76.

36.~
VI'

37. Traditionally, history painting more or less idealizes the human figure, lIb'Ucturing its natt1.nve around
the significance of man's actions. By incorporating the 'minor.' genre of still·hie into a 'hist1.'I9 painting,'
Siopis subverts these hlerarchical distinctions, simultaneously elevating the status of still-life anil debllling
the privileged position of history painting.

38. Siopis, P. Unpi'.)lished. article on her work.

39. !2!!

40. This refuse indicates the trappings of a materialistic civilization with possessive inclinations, evident in
their acquisition of possessions and colonization of the land. !!

41. Ibid.

42.~.

43. !l!!!. ,I
i'

44. Siopis, P. 'In conversation.'

.{5. Siopis, P. Unpublished aill ...~] on her work.
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46. Siopis, P. 'In conversation.'

47. This is evident in the work of the pattern painters, mentioned in ch, 2. hnmediate recognition of their
content is often hindered by decontextualization and repetition. Motifs are often dissocil1ed from their original
source IIl1d reconrexrualized as subj<:ctmatter of the work. In this way, the meaning of the motif may be
eroded and the design 'de-signed.' R~tion further disengages control of context, aJIowm, forms to lose
their individual meaning. and read IS motifs. This is evident in Warhol's use of repeated images. Here
emotionally laden content (car wrecks, electric chairs) is repeated in a pattern-like manner. The picture reads
as a pattern and its sub.i«:t as motif. Through repetition, the content's impact is degrac.t.W and triviahzed.
(Goldin. A. 'Patterns, Grids and Painting' Artfo&m Vol. XIV September 1975, p 51.)

.r-"...
48 .. Siopis, P. Ibid. iT'( '\

\;.----"' ....:7,\
\' ~.

49. This way ofurdering motifs pertains toGOldin'sdefmition mat the crucial determinantofpattem is "...the
cor.stancy of the interval betwe-en: motifs, .... Goldin also nOW that "[t]b~ fundamental structure of pattern is
the gri!!. ... " (Goldin. A.lli!. pp 50-1.) This ordered and symmetrical arrangement of motif and interval
seemingly co:tcut'S with Oombrieh's premise that .....pleasure in control is inseparable from the rise of '"
decorative art." (Gombricl1. E. H. A Sense of Otd«r p 13.) Gombrich holds that man's mental makeup favours
si.mplicity, both in tile perception and making of pattern. J?COPO!ing that examples of ~ " ...innate desin', ... for
.....ration.nty and a SfWe of onferM may be fOUflltl in tbe repeated COJJ.flgu:ratio of mcti.fs hued on an intetml
sll'\l'.!ture of regularitY, balance and symmetry. TheIle view. of the !k:oo."'1Ilive indicate values which I have
••Iod_ with optieality. In this way," app9arS the the deu:xrative h not automatica!1y tactile. Its tactility
depends on the way ill Which the SurfllC8 is ~ (Italics added.)

50. WiU~, S. ReltiJtance An in $gmh Amca pp 2(}..2.

51. Siopis, P. Qroted InWilliamson, S.~

52. Richards,C. P. Ibid p 76,

53. C'lXOllS. H. 'The I..attgh of the Meduu' l':iP! Ftenc;:h f~ P 251.
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Fig.23 Farber. L. N.Not NI M~pA §AA!ts ~ C,le §_ (1987.)
Oil Oil Canvau. 122 x 203 em. ,~ ..

\ . ((

\\Collection: The artist.
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Fig. 23 Farber. L. N. Not All Mechanicul. Beasts are Calendar Reaats (1981.)

Oil on Canvas. 122 x 203 em.

Collection: The artist,
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Fig. 23& Farber. L. N. Not An Mech4t'uea1BeatltII tt(o C::1er.n!t Beasu

(Details.)
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Fig. 24 fi~. L. N. 'I'hia Mortal Coil (1987.)

Oil on c.nvas. 129 :II; 158 em.

Coliectiori: The artist,
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Fig. 24a Farbel:. L. N. DYI: M9!jJJ Coil
(Detail end Rafe.rernceMaterial· Medical illustration.)
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Fig. 25 feher. L. N. ~~ of Q{1I!l9!mI. (1987.)

Oil on CanvlII, 122 x 186 an,

Collection: The artist.
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Fit· 25a Farber. 1.. N . .!2!t.h.J!.kms of 0randeUt
(Details.)

(.\
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Fig. 26 r~. L. N. It Is Not JSP.o'=m If MyBgdy It FifllSJ f'1.ftb
c. (1987.91.) Oil on Canvas, lOS It l!'S4em.

Collection: TIlt; artist.

Iii
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t::ig. 261 FlI1'ber, L. N. It.I! N9t Kww.n If MY"@ody Is Pi6h 2[ ~

(l'>eails.)

l';
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Fig. 27 Fieber. L Abandoniy the Om!!!!S!t!l G!gden (198R.)

Oil on ClII1vas. 129 x 159 CIn.

Collection: The artist.
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Fig. 28 Farber. L. N. Brow: 'The N~ M~ (1988.)

Oil on Can ..J. 127 x 102 em.

Collection: Mr C. 1. Blaclcbea:rd.
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Fig. 29 "1iIl'bft.r. L. N. En-Desire (1989.)

Oil on CanvlIII. 125 x !OOem.

Collection: The artiSt.
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Fig. 30 Farber, L. N. r'Tllit!'1 ,;r PiI!ply!i2ne Fleah (1989-91.)
. ¢~_)

Oil or. Canvas. 96 x n C1Jl.

Collection: The fJ.'tist.

\\
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Fig. 31 Farber, L. N.Qlfm It &m's ,~ (1989-91.)
Oil on Canvas, 87 x 68 em,

Collection: The artist,

II
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Fig. 3b Farber, 1...N. Offering at Amt's ~
(Detail and Reference Material - Medical Illustratien.)
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Pi:. 32 Farber. L. N. Vgxage into the I:ut4:rior (1989.)

Oil on Canvu. 175 x 256 em.

Collection: The artist.
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, Fig. 3211L.L. N. Voyw inti) the I~

(Details.)

I,)

((
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Fig. 32b FI!rber. L. N. Voyage into tl~ Wl!m<;)f
(Details.)
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hg. 33 Parb...;f'L>l'{. Caked in Visceral Terrain (1989.)

Oil on Canvas. 129 x 159 an.

Coffl~tion: The Pretoria Techrtikoo.

i
!
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Fig. 34 FMber. L. N. J\n9_OJtce nol Hidsk:g. but ~OJbi~n (1989·91.)

Oil on CIIll"llS. 61 X 76 em.

Collection: The mist.
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Fig. 35 Farber, L. 1'1, Trails of Matter, Strata of,Mind (1990.91.)

Found O~ects, Fabric, Plastic and Oil Paint 011 r"m';o:;. 144 " 200 x 35 em.
Collecuon: Ihe laltisL
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Fig. 3Sa Fllfh~. J~ N.Trtil! of Maq.:r. Strata o(,-l\1iru!
(Detaila.)

Ii
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Fi,. 36 Fatbo.r. L. N. ~ Me L!H!! Skin (1990-91.)

Found Objects, Fabric. PIast.ic and Oil Paint on Canvas. 76 x 91 x 10 em.
Collection: The artist.
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Fig. 36.F.ba\~ N. Sm M.YJse .. Sm
(Details.)

\)
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Pig- 37 Farber, L. N. M.si!JlJWlss;i9!l1 g{Pmp W.P!nhU!US

(1~lO-91.) Found Objootl, Fabric.. Plastic and Oil Paint on Cl1lv....

144 It 69 x 41 em.
Collection: TIle artiIt.

D
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Pig. 37. Faber. L. N. Ml!\!{W ~, of P:wpus _ fbmh¥e
(Details.)
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Fla· 37b Farber. L. N. bfSW Rofiection!lof P!!}M m.l ~WI·

(Detail.)
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Fig. 38 Farber, L. N. $tJIled yr, with YiJc!.ra GVi0.2 (1991.)

Found Objects. Fabric, Plutic and Oil Paint on Ca.nvaa. 133 x ~64 x 26 em.

Collection: The artist.
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\\ FiC·~9Farber. L. N. f~g fruill Know No :Sounds... (1991.)

Fcund Objects. Fabric. p}agtic and Oil Paint on CanvM, 142 x 217 It 100 em.
Collection; The a:ttiat.

II
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Fig. 398 Flirber. 1.. N. ~Pnt.ita ~ No 69_
(Details.)
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Fig. 39b Farber. L. N. Forbiddi;nj Fruitll Know No 80;
(Details.)
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CHAPTER 7

!~;'MOREBODY, HENCE MORE WRn'ING"(

"Text: my body . shot thro~ with streams of, song; ...what touches you, the
equivoice thll affects you. fills your breast with an urge to come to Isnguage and
launches your force; the mythm !.hat laughs you; the intimate recipient who makes
all metaphors possible and desirable; body..."2

This research has been an enriching experience, as it has enahl~\l me 10 integrate mv theory and

my practice if! ways which were not possible before. Whilst some of the idees involved in this

researcll had to some degree been explored in my undergraduate V~~; f was then not su..fflCiently

conscious of the complexity of the material '~ the reesons 10£ my invf'l'\qnent
'\ _/

Those features of my undergraduate pai!'.i.1ngs which are now siWlu1C8llt include an intuest in the

decorative and an obsession W~:.il swrface and material. ~ fact that these paintings were called
, ~ 1.) .\

still-lifes was preciomjr.antlydue to the references I used. HG~Yevetthese referenceshed less to 00
o

with the stiU-hfc: genre as such, thlUl with my desire for intimacy with the surface. ',!

o rr:o ", i'

(f)-" '\

As the research Ul'Ifoldt',d.I became fascinated wij~the complexities oftbe still-life genre. Tlus wa.~

realized in different ways, ~y l~er."'orb em'4~ying these ctJllCeti18more profFdo/~While my
readings wenigenerally stimult '~~lin this respect. it was Bryson's article 'Cbardin and the Text

\ .
of Still-Life,' - in which he e~illl~ still-life conventions· which particularly influenced my

th~g.

In the Wly s~es fif the research, I felt a stronJ;-identification with Ci5i.ous' and ~y' s writings.

I was strw:k by how closely their'concema in writing paralleled my interests in painting, Even

though this connection between theory and practiCe increased as the research developed, my

paintings do not simply 'illustrate' I~ theory. While my early connections with the French

feminist's ideas now seem somewhat It:iteral (depicting the body witt. meat)! realize that this was

necessary lOr the research to progress. 'rbis early stage facilitated my later involvement, which was
more evocative of their writings - more fluid, lyrical and metaphorical. P.s still-life become more

meaningful to me in my later paintings, so I felt Irigaray's and Cixous' influence to be more

integrated into my painting. I was able to 'wane through' my concerns of quMioning opticality in

{\ihalI feel to be a more appropriate way.

"\ I

i (
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I struggled with the problem of opticality. Sll11~eopucality and tactil:ty are ccetingeut on ~~h

other, Iwas aware all the time that while it was necessary for optical Cf',wi~~ to 'be part of my
'. : /'

paintings, these could not be too much of a feature. I was able to deal with this issue with the help 0

\,\

of the French feminist' s writings, in particular their premise that "...the attack on phallocentrism

must come [fum within ...we can only destroy the mythical and mystifying constructions of"

patriarchy by using its own weapons. We have no IY£hers.";

I-I _\_

I 1UWldit quite difficUlt writing about ll:lY,,~w.\:work. Separating sufficiently frolj:~the material is
~ ~ ~

not e~~y. After much contemplation: I decided Waf;:-aStr8lglltforward approach which'st(,esses

references and process would :)<~best - as thesejnt'vitably revealeny deeper concerns. 1 hooe that

my preceding chapters' have set ~ an adequate framework for the ~tion of my works, In my
i,""\_ ,

discussion, I will concentrate on only a few works. These represent e"-~rito late \~t';~~of the

research, reflecting my major shifts. E~erynow I:IIld then, iwill refer to another pa~~g \\) reve~ll,
~)

other related concerns.

(,,_. ,~\ c: ' 1

The paintings I will discuss ere ~:lr.1he QrOOmen!@lGarden (l988t, !;;eked ~'yi~+ll"..u
Terrain (l~9!:~ and S!iIlea Lif; i~l.2L~andViru~ (l991.)6 The shifts these paiJltings

demot•• artl significantly?eVldent in my !JSe ,of medium. Thivnoves f1:C..nworking with oil ,',

,paillt in thin washes to use of thick paint, finally developil18 into mixed media tbrey-ditr.'}nsional~ ~
relief. As new processes!ideils developed, I often reworked certairr~lier painting£,'

(0)
,_h,

e/
ABANDONING THE ORNAMENTAl. GAf!?EN (19a8)

~\\

In this painting, I used t:nIdl,ti,:>na1 still-life ()bJc-.ctsas refrrence. I observed these from life. I wished

to stress cU«:ere1~esbetween organic ~... races (meat, cloths and mollusca) and mechanical objects

with smooth surfaces (metal dish and plastic flowers.) I wanted mese mal)-ma~ surfaces to ,;:aggest~
'~,~ \\

a foreignness to the hoi:!;'. I.)
-;",\

In those areas of the painting depicting meat, ~blecloth M9/hl~llu~:1~:;~~19~.:l.-vanolls ways (If

pro<illl;ing what I would now term a 'sign for ~titity: wig. 40) FCtexamr;le, my approach ~.\\le
il ,.

rendering of the cloth was initially to' lr~\pout' this area onto the canvas in diluted Jlilzes and
" \

washes: These were rubbed 011[0 the canvas with IJlgS or. sponges. Saturated colour permeated the

canvass lIt this ¥Jay, the 'gralniness' of its'\:-~was accentuated. To &hance'.~14s effect. 1 used
~I ,..1 . ./, .. .' .,_

canvas witl'l a j}artiCUlarly rough w~~e and did not sami the surface be.t~' \C~ <i primer.
Q Q ~r

»:
Theieaft.!r, I drew over Ihis stained area with oil pastels - discovering t.twt by ~iriPP!"gsohlent over

\ I..,
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these drawn marks, Icould cause the pigment to blur. 1 also dipped textured fabrics (e.g. hessian

and lace) into paint and printed these onto the surface. I often worked/into the wet l.aint with a dry

brush to increase textural effects. The large amounts of solvent added to the surface created a 'drip

:lid rQ~: look. which. whcu dried. retained a wet appearance - as if still in the process of being

comp!eted."bi-y paint was frequently rubbed or scraped off the surface. As mentioned in Chapter

3, underlying processes were made discemable in this way. Selected forms and motifs were

articulated in opaque paint. J glazed over some of these, only to cover certain of th~ glazed marks

with opaque paint again. All the while I identified this layering process with that of concealing and

revealing.

Fig. 40 Farber. L. N ..~bandolling the Ornamental G.!!!!m. (Detail.)

Dl:ring these processes, chance and accident played an important role. At times the .fluid medium

'pooled,' and created random configurations. Drawing on a stream of consciousness, J would read

into m.1Se configurations to identify forms they suggested. This process reminded me of Leonardo
'1'\'

da Vin~fs weli-knowu quote. in which he describes his own discovery of this techniqq,e:

"It i._\ no, to he despised, in my opinion, if, after gazing fixedly at the spot on the
wall. ;he coals in the grate, the clouds. the flowing stream. if one remembers some
of thelt aspects; IUld if you look at them carefully you will discover some quite
a1nrirabl'! inventions. Of these ... the painter m.y tUfO full.advantage, to compose
battt,~,'ll)f enimals and of men. of l.ndscape~ or monsters. of devils I'U\~other fantastic
things whi(~~hong you bonour."" ,
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Fig. 41 En>,t, M. E!:!r9P! !fie!' the Rliin (1940-42.) (Details.)

This quote inspired the 'frottago , technique wed by Surrealist artist Max Ernst. Ernst made

drawings by taking pencil rubbings from textured surfaces (leaves, linen, wood. thread etc.) He re-
',~-.,

organized these transposed textures in a new context according to the aSsOciatioris they aroused.

Comparing this process to the Surrealist practice of 'automatic writing: Ellis: notes that; these

drawings occured "...through a series of suggestiotJ,S and ttansmutatiOns that offe~ themselves..'
spontaneously • in the manner of that which passes for hypnagogic visions .:" , For Ernst· as for

/;

many Surrealists - this associative process was derived from th~Rorschach and Holtzm1lll Inkblot

psychological testing tf'(;Miques •..rnese tests propose that through exposare U:)'runbiguous stimuli,

responses may be evoked. Data gained from these responses, verbally articll}j,)ted l)y the patient,
• 1,1

is used to n: -al specific personality 1J.1li~.IO This associative technique als(l\~nfll!enced 9t's
paintings of the late 1920's atl,J 1<;30'5. t!'l" many of these, he used a 'si~ for tactility.' ~e::-~i

",\

expioaed the essociauve potential of the medium by allo~ing it to drip arid flow freely. A

pertinent example is §u."'C!le alter the Rain (l94() ..2.) (Fig.\41)

By workinlill a similar way, I experienced a heightened degree of physical engagef9i.ht wi~JIle
'/ (,

mediur». I often to_~chedboth paint and surface with my hands whilst rubbin&. staining aJ:1dS08king

the canvas. Sindti~se t'ac4le traces were of rr,y handsiiand of th~textured trMSfers. J~ey became

indexicpl signs .. signs which regi' , a deictic presence, In this way, these surfaces declru'ed the

'time' of process l:l:1d evoked .....t.he memory of thUlgS undemea1h .•:·11 This kind of surface

reminded me of a fresco, whc.·~ peeling paint reveals traces of the po.Jhting's history.
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These techniques became highly evocative for me as they aroused many visceral associations with

the body's aqueous illterior. The dripping paint suggested bodily fluids lUld discharges such as

blood, ~nt;us, tears, semen or milk. (Fig. 42) At times, I resolved the- fluid medium into a

decorative motif. The interlinking systems of these motifs seemed suggestive of the visceral
()

qualities found in meat or skill (e.g. networking systems of veins and capillaries.)"

/)

Fig. 42 Farber, L. N. ~19QrYna the Opwnental O~ (Detail.) o

This liquid process reminded me of lrigaray's mimicry of the patriarthal equabm of woman and

fluids. She associates woman with the H ••• life-giving sea ...the source of blood, milk and amniotic

fluid ..."13noting that both WOMan's language and fluids are "...continuous •.compressible. dilatable,

viscous, condective, diffusible ... '114 Similarly, for Cixous water is a feminine element. She equates
the Imaginary with i ~ic' water imagery. It is in this space that her vision of female writing

originates: a space wherein her "...speaking subject is free to move from one subject position to

another. or to merge oceanically with tile world ...a space in which all difference has been
abolished ...15

Il

I used colour to enhance these nssociation~, While the metal dish is cold-grey blue (to suggest a
, __-;/
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sense of litelessness.) the tablecloth and meat were realized in warmer reds, browns and yellows.

As I worked the meat from life, it decayed (dried, shrivelled, grew deeper and more tainted in

colour.) This decayed C(' .tlilY affected my depjction - my painting process corresponded to changes

that occured in the meat."

In Chapter 4, I proposed a link between the part-object and tactility. I arrived at this connection

through experiences in my own work. Working in these tactile wilYs increased my absorbtion with

my medium. I felt 'as one' with the painting surface. I connected the articulltion of the fluid

medium. merging of outlines and colour, with this loss of boundaries between myself and my

medium.

The fragment and detail were part of this experience. AJ' I defined forms and edges, so I

ellC01.ll"agedthe medium to drip and nID. TItis set up an interplay between reconstruction and

disintegration and created a sense of endless continuity; Parts of the picture depicting cloth became

a complex matrix of motifs, marks, drips and stains. In these areas (more than others) I inclulgoo.

my interest in the detail. Rather than being 'anxiety producing' or 'fatiguing' (as Reynolds claims}

my knitting of the paint. interweaving .-9f bits and creation of .'xlttern-like formations became a
sourte of pleasure, which evoked a desire .....only [to] keep going, without eve; tl1S(ribing (\

contours ..."ll In retrospect, I feel that this sense of infinite pleasure to be relatM to :C'~ixous'
coreept of female 'jouissance' • to the limitless sense of 'ecstatic fusion' which may be

experienced dwg sex or in the SUIte of the Imaginary.

When 'I introduced sharply defined ContoOl8 (edge of the dish, petals of flowers) into tbUl formless

field. I experienced an ambiguity not unlike I understand Winmcott's 'potential space' tel be. This
experience led me to explore how I could heighten such ambivalence. I attempted to do this by

working according to principles of similarity rather than dijferel'lce, using qualities which I would

now identify as indeterminacy and dispersal. FIX instt\n(;;e, I emphasized close tonal values. !he
grey· blue of the dish is of a similar tone to the green-grey of the 'background.' Rather than treating

the area depicting cloth as negative space, I tried to make it a dense matrix of intetlacill8 decorative

motif and texture. In this ares. marks and decorative motifs dissolved. colours 'bled' into one

another and edges disintegrated and appeared to flow out of the format. Using multiple view points,

I tried to create a surface in which there is no one area where the eye. may rest. The numerous,

indeterminate Iightsources were used to enhance this dispersed effect.

o
Combining these tactile qualities. 1 tried to create an equivocal !tind of space wh~ def"mitions

between figure and ground, surface and depth. inner and outer space, subject and object were fused
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and con-fused. 1 felt an intense desire to move up to and about this surface. to N ... move ...inlO a

painted world where nothing is locked by line and everything exists in a boundless and

plenitudinous state of transformation and becoming.r" III

CAKED IN VISCERAL TERRAIN (1989)

At the time of painting the above work. I was at a particular point in my research where I needed

to allude to the body in quite an emphatic way. I grappled with various ways of showing the body.

In some painting:. (e.g. Eye-Desire (1989» I depicted the body fairly literally. This had its

problems. As I indicated in Chapter 2, representation of the female lXldy is a sensitive issue in

feminist discourse. Later I tried 1.0 deal with this issue by using medical illusttations as reference,

The 'meat' in ~ was taken from a photograph of the internal body documented in a medical

atlas. (Fig;\43) It showed a cross-section of a human thigh. Layers of the body from inner bone

marrow 1.0 outer flesh were revealed.

I worked tr this preceded representation as well as objects rendered,from life. Although I was

interested illthe idea of a mediation, I found the photograph difficuh to,work. €turn. Its quality of

scrutiny, smoothness of surfa-e and lighUng heightened objectification ohhe subject. I<:'ventually
,.,;>

I found it necessary to set aside the phol.OgflBphand use actual meat as referenCe. I needed a more
direct interaction with ~nysubject.

/)
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In both Abandoning and Caked I felt a strong desire to make the generally invisible. unknown

interior body visible or 'open to sight;'" to expose that which is concealed beneath the skin.20

I wished to depict the body as flayed (Fig. 44) , as stripped of its protective skin. to suggest a

sense of public exposure by alluding to or imaging raw flesh and viscera. (Fig 45)21
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In retrospect, I have discovered that ~is desire may b8 ~Iated to part and whole bbject perception.

As Dworkin notes,

"The skin is a line of demarcation, a periphery ...separating the outside from the
inside. It is what one sees and what one covers up; it shows and it conceals; it hides
what is inside. The skin is separation, individuality, the basis for corporeal priwley
and also the point of contact tor everything outside the III':lf:'2'~

Having read Dworkin's words at the time, for me skin represented autonomy, separateness,

containment I associated it with the external, \he visible. Although the body may be bereft of

clothing, the skin affords a degree of concealment Much of the interior body (blood, plasma) is

fluid in. nature. as opposed to the skin-which encloses these masses in its boundaries. By rupturing

the painted surface. Iattempted to arouse a sense of the part-object, to evoke associations with the

internal, formless, limitless and undefined .

.~\ I realize )\oW that by trying to evoke such pan-object perception, I unconsciously attemeted to

~ make paintings which would assert certain repressed bodily. desires and fears. My paintings could

be contrasted with paintings which llU'y' !perceived as whole-objects and which, according to

Hudson, deny ambivalent and/or frightening associations with the body. As I noted in Chapter 3,

exposure of the body's interior usually arouses various powerful responses· ranging from a sense

of discomfort and disgust to Sn!tious curiosity.23 For me, looking at depicted meat and flesh

evoked identification with extreme physical or emotional states such .as pain, vulnerability, fear of

anonyrmty" and mortality.25

Fig. 46 Farber. L.N. Caked in Visceral Tmllin (Detail.)
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IUi; to show this 'viscend~ response by my use of medium. In the area depicting cloth, paint was

applitp as a thick, material ~~bstance. (Fig. 46) I equated its physicality with aspects of the body

:'lJchas camaluy, sexuality ~d mortality. This encrusted surface ~'4"r_;~·c.atedby '.!ticking dried paint
., ,".;, ..j. '

'skins' peeled off a palette Ontl.lthe canvas, as Siopis stuck ptlh!~;l~k'lizs'onto the surface to create

three dimensional forms (lemon, protea) in Melancholia. 1'1,\.:", !!)I'med an underlying textural

ground. which for me eveked asiIOCiatiO!"'l with human skin - the folds of drapery resembled folds

of flesh.

Fig. 47 FII1'Dar.L.N. ,ClIked !u Vi~ Terraill (Dctai~:)·

'.1

In the area aenicting the 'meat,' I used glazes and thin opaque medium, (Fig. 47) I added large

amounts of linseed oil and liquin 10 the surface to suggest fatty ~its in the body. A1. (n

.d_i1ing, these t!!l~tilemeans of paint application were 'played orr i).gainsl:lU'e8S of the painting

which asserted the kind of smoothness I have associated with traditional illusionistic renderings.

Icomplicated illusion and actuality (areas of paint.) TIlis made it difflcult to distinguish between

illusionistically rendered folds of drapery and 'folds' created by paint 'skins.' The decorative

pauems and protea motifs of the depicted cloth became subsumed into the material matrix. Rather

than being external ornamentation. these decorative motifs implied structures on or beneath the skin

e.g. veins, protrusions. scars, swellings and blemishCs: As opposed fl) its :ijeaning being eroded /I

through repetition,16 the decorative became a site of investment.
9 .'

I'
'I

Speaking about the decorative quality of Sioph~' work, van den l;lerg notes that the surface gains

,;~.sa response to beauty, [and] is held because that response ...is ...contradicted
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through a closer examination of surface and image."27 With my use of the decorative, I tried to

evoke a similarly ambivalent response, On one hand, I responded to the richness and 'beauty' of

the embellished surface. Fjowever. by imbuiilg this surface with vU;cenU connotations. I felt a

certain degree of 'morbid fascination.' ~: in Siopis' painting, the apparent accessibility of the

surface seemed only to intensify its .....sullied innocence. "21

S11UED UFE oWITHVISCERA AND VIm,: (1991)

This painting reflects my latest intf'leStS. Traditional stili-life conventions, particulMly thOlk) of the

Dutch, w~ a signifu::~t influence. I found tbe writings of Alpers and Bry)1>n to be particWariy

relevant in this regardl Bryson's narration of the well-known 5th century orJk fable of the painters

Zeuxis and ParrhasiUll was an important proml~ for this painting. Zeuxis painted grapes that were
so 'lifelike' that the birds were said to have pecked at them. Parrhasius however, went one step

c

further by painting a curtain across the picture which deceived even Zeuxis," This story reveals

the historical interest in optical concerns of mastery of medium and the creation of a. plausible

illusion.

I deliberal1ely used characteristic subject matter at{the Dutch 17th century tradition - flowctrs. fruit,
:>

crayfish, receptacles. I also referred to features (an unarticulated background, emblems, gilUed

frame with the title and date engraved on a metal plate) to register this dominant convention. My

articulation of this tradiill\nal subiect matter however took many form 1(, h:ombined. various media.
\\ J

including: actuaLlIIJtural &:bjeclis(shells of crayfish, crab and prawns, bones, flowers, fruit, fabric.

paper) actual imitations of some if these objects (flowers. crayfish, fruit) which were painted over,

self·matit! constructions which. simulate both qftJl8 above (lheJish shaped dish) (FIg. 48) and/lat.
painted i!lu.swl'listic repre~en1atwns (bowl conliinn111 grapes, roses, bottles.) (Fig. 49) 1stuck these

onto the canvas and onto each other with acrylic extender. By combining imitation objects (mostly

plastic) which are man-made and foreign to the ~y with ~t db~ts. I distingp.ished and
~' '.~,

confused their identities. It became difficult to tell (without very close observation) the difference

between an a(.~tualobject that was painted over, illusionistically depicted or simulated.

In Abandoning and Stille<! ideas associated with the paradox of the term 'still-life' were eJtplored

As n~the French 'naua« morte,' meat is literally 'dead !.ife.· In ,~tillr4this found conelatioo in the

actual decayed organic matter (dried proteas, ruses, fruiLIi, al~, fish. crayfish and aab shells.) By
using pl.astic'repticas of these (flowers. fishes, fruit) I auem~ia ironically rommeut on the above

and heighten their associations with death. Further, as Richards notes, the simulaerun, poses a

'threat' of "stricken 'dead things shamming life painted and repainted.('~
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Figs. 48 and 49 Farber, L. N. Stilled Life with Viscera and Vine (Details.)

The process of gathering my material involved a physicality which extended beyond depiction of

the objects. I collected crayfish shells, fish and meat bones from as diverse places as beaches and

restaurants. Idried these in the sun and oven," Bryson's idea that still-life often depicts 'waste

and debris' seemed relevant to my collection and use of this material. He notes tIu1.t, particularly
in the trompe l'oeil tradition

"Things present themselves ... as abandoned by human attention ...They busy themselves
with detritus of every kinrl - scraps, husks, peelings, the fraying and discolouration
of paper ...Thj.ngs are gi'l'etl over to disuse.'?

One of my concerns was to comment on this idea Ofstill-life as a genre which depi\!ts the 'trivial.'

I wanted my 'debris' to be re-cycled in a way which rna\.es an issue of repetition." Many of the

objects e.g. plastic roses, dried fruits etc. had been my references for earlier paintings (plastic

wreath and mollusca in Ab{lpdQning, protea and plastic lilies in ~ak~.) I found it interesting to

repeat these same objects as medium. I also repeated some objects in various forms. Depicted

grapes were echoed in multiple bunches of plastic grapes, the central dried fish found correlation

in a painted representation. (Fig. 50) I now realize that although objects were 'present' in their

physical aCtuality, these pictorial 'turning hacks' became a way of breaking the threshold of the

given, of positing at network of excessive refleltivity.o In retrospect, it occurs to me that this may

be related to a Cixous' e~n of "[a] woman's body. with its thousand and one thresholds of

ardour ..." which she invok~~ to "smash ...yokes arid censors ...[and] articulate the profuston of
meanings which run through it in every direction, ...~34
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Fig. 50 Farber. L. N. Stilled Life with Visc.gra and Vine (Detail.)

This idea of debris or waste was further realized through use of a photograph of a cross section

of a human stomach as reference fOl the table. (Fig. 51) Working three-dimt<;Il:;tonaily offereda

more satisfying way of trenslating !he photograph. Not only did the textured surfaces of lace,

hessian and cotton waste which I used ~obuild up the surface evoke visual equivalents for visceral

intestines. but my processes of threading and weaving these materials became enactments of the

repeated, churning movement of intestiru.'l organs. In this way, the surface seemed to evoke a

sensuous materiality, turning and re-turning on itself.

Fig. 51 Reference Material - Medical Illustration.
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I realized my interest in skin here through use of tissuepaper, In its thinness, transperellcy and

tendency to wrinkle and crease, it evoked the appearance of wrinkled skin. Layers of built up

tissuepaper came to resem ble Ia~~ of skin tWue. Like skin, which hides an interior body, so the

layers of tissuepaper hinted at the objects veiled beneath their surfaces, These layers were often

'peeled' off the surface in the way that skin can be flayed off the body. To he~ghten these visceral

associations, I painted over the surfaces wito tndomirulJ'ltIy fl~sharid blood-like colour. Acrylic

extender too seemed to enhance these visceral suggestions. When dry. L'1e extender took."'" a shiny,

viscous appearance. COOling the surfaces of objects with it heightened their likeness to the

congealed viS(;OSityof internal matter.

Working in rhis way, I experienced an intense intimacy with the objects and fabric as I interwove,

threaded, stroked ar.r! mani~ them with my hands.3S Th.is additive process wlS a pleasurable

experience. The variety of surface teX'tures to be painted over and respooded to made tOx' an

involved and 'limitless' process which I now feel may be likened Irigaray's and Cixous' concept

of female 'jouissance' - which is of an .....infinite and mobile complexity ...1t~

L
This infuu~ ~'t.ditywas accentuated by the extreme way in which the objects projected into my

own body SlJ8Ce (Fig. 53) I want--...o IDem to appear as if 'growing' out of, around and under the
frame. (Fig. 52)

Figs. 52 and 53 Farber. L. N. SOUes!Life with Vj!Qtg and Vine (Details.)
t; . {;
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Figs. 54 Farber. L.N.llii15 of Matter,

Strata of Mind (Detail.)

o

...... J

Fig. 5S Farber, L. N. Farbiddin& Fruits

Know No Rounds ... (Detail.)

This breaking the limits of the frame occured in other works such as Trails of MDuq, SllllU!or
Mind (199(}'91) (Fig. 35) and Forbidding Foots KnQ)'f No B0un9s ... (1991.) (Fig. 39) In the

former, I repeated forms depicted in the painting onto the frame three-dimensionally and

illusionistically. This became a way of tampering with the 'wholeness' of the frame and
\1""

heightening continuity between inside and outside, (Fig. 54) In the latter, I built up objects and

fabric forming me pictorial carpet to the point where tMY' literally 'spilt out' of the format and

suggested W1 'actual' carpet. This matrix extended one metre onto the floor. (Fig. 55) In this

respect, Cixous' words capture the feeling which I wished to express:

"...I, too. overflow; my desires have invented new d&...~..;hW h..'ldy knows unheard-of (J
songs ...I, too, have felt so full of luminous torrents !h:tt I could hurst ...with .fOrihs \
muea more beautiful than those which are put up in frames ..."~1

This feeling of being 'inside' the painling was enhanced by the physicality of the building up

proce~.I had to crawl under, move arouud or above the surface in order to att\\Chobjects or paint

over surfaces in inaccessible places. As objects and fabric were added to the surface, so the

painting grew heavier. MOving the painting became increa.1ingly diffICult. I fmalty attached it to

the walL The lower register of the painting was poSitioned in direct reiation to my own stomach

area. This part of the painting became more ~ubstantially built up than the u~ part. This however
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W8.S not only a practical consideration but rela~d to my foreAl'Ounding of tactiiity.
II
1/

The same concepts I)f flux, as realized in my earlier paintings, f enc~uraged here ir> .t!".ree·

'dimensional form. Working th..-ee-dimensiona11y c~ a layerel~ surface, an actual r~rative

matrix which has spaces into which I could put my hands. Here J\cealing and reve:ding took on i
'; \,., \

a slightly differerit quality to Abandoning. Actual objects were embedded in the ~urf8Ce and
covered over to vruying degrees."

This concealing and revealing Viasemphasized by use of multiple, incongruous and in&~ml.ir\\te

light sources. As in Melan~holia, the three-dimensional objects cast actual shadows and reflected

light. In Stilled tbe plasticizc:d sheen of tt,teac~ extender eu~ their fadhty .foc~t1ection.

Sh:ldGWS and reflections fragmented surfaces The 'actual' shadows I painted ill}l1vidc<isurfaces

funner. Thinking back, it seems to me that this play of refle.ctioo r fragmenuuion and excess' - wldeh

continually concealed and r~v~ed - created" ...amoving, lilnidessly changmg ensemb);e, a cosmos
, 1.1

tirelessly traversed by Eros, (.to immense astral spece not OCgollilt,;8 around any one ~1hat's any

-c-,

Fragmentation was experienced it; oilier ways, Fragments of porcelain were iI1~ionistica11y

depicted and actually inserted into the m~teria! surface. 1'0 insert these fragments, I Ot't~hcut into ()

this surface with II knife or tore it open with my hands. In this way, hidden surfaces and objects

were revealed. Por me, these lacerations suggested enacunents uf rupturing me body.

was explored ili a different wt\.v.Layers fif 'flesh' were builtup with cotton waste and ,overo'i with
,', " , 1,1 I.'

tissuepaper, I then pierct.::Qthese 'fleSh' surfaces with sharp fra8meiitS of actual T.Airrors. Within

these layers, I embedded fu,gmen" of body casts, es well as traditional still-li~\ ""j<'r" (d';""
pomegranates, plastic birds and grapes.) (Fig.'57) The mirrors reflected the fi~bodY casts aM

objects. Fragr.nems of mirrors reflected and fl'4f!mented each other. An iIi1~:~Pomegranate and
1/

bird- illusionisticaHy painted in the centre of the fomtat - became an illusion in a mirror fragment.
1.1

Examples of the Spanish 17th ~entury still-life r ;.'ition e.g. StUi-L\fSj witlJ !=<rui!:§mlS! BW1§.(van
i ,I :'1

der Hamen, J. 1623) (Fig. 5.6) ~ as well as .h~myths of Perseus, whk.h I read'. in Owens' artit.e

'The Medusa Effect or, The Specular Ruse,', and the myth of Pharhassius mentioned esrlier - were
0;,'

important influences for this paindng, Perseus' app~tion of Medusa's gaze. which had the

power to suspend movemcnc and arre;s( e. forms the!prlncipcil theme of the former myth. He

accomplished this by means of a ruse. Using his shield as a mirror, ru reflected th~de!ldly gaze .
"
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back on Medasa, whereupon she was fumed 10 stone.

Fig. 57 Farber, L. N. Material Reflectior,s of Perseus: and Parrhasius (Dewt)
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As Owens notes, here "...vision bends back on itself to produce its own imprint," He describes this

as a "...relation of identity between seer and seen: the immedi~Y of this link makes 'the relationship
of Medusa with her image indexical ..."40 By working with the mirror, I tried ,to set up a similar

situation. My image or the viewer's is inevitahly reflected in"the mirrors in the painting. Being
"

fragments, these mirrors break up reflections. As symbolica1lyindicated in Divinely Appoin¥, ~

artisVvicwer looks "at herself looking al the painting i.e, self-reflecls. I wished to include

myselflviewec into the painting. albeit in an incorporeal way - not unlike the Dutch artist van

Beyeren. As with Siopis' inclusion of herself as a depicteC mirror reflection in Melancholi!,.

illusion of bodily presence is !evident but it; actuc.lity is not quite declared.

In IX>th this painWlg and ~ I interwove lace and ribbon over the surface. This suggested a
breaching of surfaces. This process may be likened to the psychoa."lalytic ¢onc"'Pt of •suture'

derived from St.Jtgicaltennioology, meening to join two lips of a wound," For me, this also

recalled lrig':U'ay's premise that woman's sexuality is of a multiple, endless j,ure because ~,sex

If ... is. composed 00, twO lips which embrace continually. Thus, within m-1Scli she is already

two ...who $tirrlulate each other,"?

My initial sense of identification with the fluidity ofCixous' and lrigara!"s writing style and their

~I • cern with a body politics, developed into a deep involvement which opened up 0180)' rich

insights tor me. A particularly pertinent one was that of the Imqinary. The ImagiJtary became a

powerful means of enriching my painting practice. Drawing on its ali encompassing physical and
r

mental absorbtion all~ bodily investment CQ~ouraged a way of working whic..haffirmed f(:male

desire, and in so doing, helped meto create c\I;:u'd{~~iChI now feel disrupts patdarctJal forms of

representation. I;if.t~t',,\.;,...'l premise of '~'inin~of '~~ lipe' becomes emblematic ormy kh1d of
.',1" . ",'_ ;/,

resistarice to the politics of sight it: painth,g, In aiidition to Cixoas' Imaginary, my jommg of theory

anti practice has liberated a 'jouissance.· which I feel to be a primary feature of tac.tility, In this

way, t hate come to consider my paintings as expressions of a liberated female sexueJity, in which

..n.WI;: extend ourselves without ever reaching an end; we never hold ba(:1t our
thoughts, our siglls, our wrltin&: and we're not a!raid of hlckin&!""
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1. Cixous, n. 'The Laugh of the Medusa' New French Feminisms p 257.

2. .llii!L P 252.

3. M,Ji, T. ~ P 198, Quoted in Richards, C. P. .!.!?i.!!:. P 16.

4. To be referred to as AbandOl'in& from new on.

5. This pililllillg will be referred 10 as Caked from now 011.
" --- ',.1

6. 1'0 be referred to as S..illed_ from now on.

7. This accounts for the dating syslcm I have. used in some ~fmy p>.t.intings.Which indicates II. time span of some
y~.

8. cia Vinci. L. Excerpt from Trea!i!,e on Painting Quoted in Chipp, H.'l!!!!. P 428.

9. Ernst, M 'On F\onage, 19)6' Quoted in Chipp, H. Ibid. r 429.
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and are usually verbalized with words lIu(',h as 'rough, &')ft, furry' etc. Psychologist E. Hill, stales that focus ,':ill

tactual surface elements points 10 a need for physical gratification and COI1tacUnteraction. (Hill, E. !F. The Holtmol'..ll
!n!210l Technig; . 71.) Beck and Molish (paycilologisb! quoted in Hill, E. P. rbid) s¥ggest that anxiety caused ~
!he k.xtute of the blot is related 10 deprivation of b.lai.c human coatact lltld the defensive stra,((:gy articulated is
passive depeoda.<t lllnging. Taeee psychologists contend that textUre respon8e.!l are WIICO'nilall~ with a sensed
r.,j(~Ii~l ,jUI(i tieprivation usually rooted in frustrated physical needs in early childhood.

11. van ~Jn l.krg. C. !t>id.

~!!
Il "fhis layering ot medium IlTIdmark oonlraall wi!h Ultl of lite oi~ve l1li a two-iliI/l»l!lIioflal repeated motif
in Ill( 'background.' Here I tried 10exploit the dCCOOllive's atlsociative p,tential in a different way. This surface may
read as wall-paper with a rose motif ()1' pernapt'u a barbed-wire structure.

1'3. Mti. T. ~ P 142.

14. lrlgaray, L. Qcoted in Ma, T. Ibid. p 142.

15. Mol, T. !lru!:. P 117,

16. For instance. the meat acquired a blueish tinge over II. few hours. Thill was workI-..d in, ovct'-the initial warmer
tones.

17. Cix. 'The Laugh of the Me..Ius&' New French Frmdnisms p 259.

18. Fuller, P. Ibid P 142. Fuller use. these words to describe the work of the American Ao,tract EXpreMionillt
painter. Robert Natkin. I have laken the, liberty of a.pplying them to Illy own work. ~!they eVoke lhe feeling which
I experienced pertinently. [I

19. Although this seemingly relate.'! btK:k. to the Dutch practice of opening objects (meat, fish, fruit,and '°(0) there
is also a crucial difference. The. Dutch employed microscopic vision in order 10 make the constrl,\tion of objec!.s
visible to the eye. However. my intention indrcates a devalorizAtion of sight in its desire to penellatli below Surflll:e
appearances, the pictorial surface WIll intended to dismpt that Hhich is obvious 10 the eyr\

1\
./

~O. I Willi abo inter!stc i in doing thi. albeiUn different war' - in Voyllltg into !he Inil:rlor (Fig. n) snd
f2!!!idditlg PnlitJI Kn..2..w'10 ~unS!..::, (Fig. 39.) In these W\"&., , ased a torn chair 311a met.tphor for the body, I
wanted its internal w~;;-'h,noe 10 recall the h1Unan skeleton ·Iilld the surrounding foam rubber and padliillB. to
evoke Cat II!\d muscle. Its lealhet~ering may resemble an outer skin. In this way. a wounded body wilb 'MIi1'da
exposed is alluded to.
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22. Dworkin. A. .!!!!5!:. P 2.'5.

23. Hudson. i..lli!h p in

24. As Bell Wru. whereas skin rrmy be removed from the body (flayed, peeled oft) flesh is the body. When it i&
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and ll)(lltality are reilerated. This conception of man's eltisle~~;e~ the b8dy as 'meat or decaying flesh.' t!1!!:. .
pp 55-7.) II

26. In Eye-Deairo, actual meat was reduced 10 a two-dirrensionel motif ;vhich described a wallpaper surface. TIle
'loaded' content of the subject became eroded and the meat began b'.l read as" 'decorative' motif. JuxtapoSitioning
of subject matte!" generally considered as 'trivial' or 'loaded' was echoed througl1out these paintings, for illlltance
in the incongruous combinatio.t of a plastic toy fish with &II. amputated IX~ part <£1~-!!!:)
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27. VIUt den Berg. C . .ll!!!!:.

28. 1!m!:.

29. Bryson, N. Vision and Painti!!& p 1.

30. !-abokov. V. Quoted ln Hutcheon. L.jiarcissi.lic Narram: The Metafielional Paradox New YOrk: Melhu.:n.
1984. quoted in Richards. C. P. ~ pp 76 and '80. Fw:thc:r. in Abllitc!onitilL aM ~ the imaged flower i~
often ~)'Inbol, of death e.g, arum lilies and \~.atha. These links with mort.ality were supPOrted by use of fl'II:})~\mi
whic': 'fi.JitIld' the depicted flowers in time and space.

31. As these objects had cortained aczual flesh, it was necessary to fUllIigate the completed paintings to ensure
against insects. 0

32. BZYIlOl1.N. 'Chardin and the Text of ~;lU·Ufe· Ibid. p 229.

33. Ibd.
_".....

~I." !!!.2:. p 256.

35. This recalls Siopis' use of bc:r blond. to build up three ..dirnensi~lIel forma in Melaneh~ 2nd !!tree l.aI::t n
Clothll, I was advised to wea:" gloves whilst working with the acrylic extendci due to potentially harmful chemic>d~
it conlAins. However, I found wearing even thin surgicalglo1res dilturbing as they imposed a balder between ~"..
halld and the materiel. precluding ihe Oense of direct contact with medium. I combined this !&tille experience wiJ.
some use of instruments (4 knife, moddling tool" paiIlW,:.lIh.) AI mentioned earlier, the aimu1~ may encourage
the sense ¢ \Ouch, due to its palpability and life-like acaIe. Whilst working on this sl.'rface. 1 experienced a anlillt
sense ofphyllical identification. Tl)ja was heightened by the facl that. in addition to my ai~ marly ot>jccts were
'actual.' I felt et"ICOIIllIged10 pick up the objects and feel thei:l: texture. "

36. Cixous, H. Ibid. P 256.

37. ibid. P 246.

38. Numerous exlU.1ple~ of i:tletior and exterior Ill*» ate echoed rhrouahout Like Siopi&' depiction of fruits,
tortoise shet, crab, cakes etc, in Melancholia, which metaphorically sugaeat the internal and external body widt
implicit sexual connotations. I wanted the aetual crayfish, crab and prawn ,hells to be evocative of the body's
external skill.
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39. 1bi..!!:, P 259.

40. Owens, C. 'The MeduaAl Ef.fuct or. The Specular RUBe'}!?!!!:. p 101.

41. .ll!.2:. p 104.

42. lriga.ray, L. Q\IOICCI in Mai. t P 143.

43. Ci)(OIlll, H. Ibid. P 248.
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CONCLUIJlNGNO'fE'

"What is a piece ()f research? To find au! we would need to hf.ve some idea of what
a 'result' is, Whut is it that OTKl finds? What is it that .me VllUlt£ to find? What is
l11~sin8? ... froriJ f',',emoment a p',ece of research concerns'tbe 1."11. •• the research itself
becomes the wa:x, production: to it. any '1'~ult' is li~Cl'il:Iy im-pertint!tl."1

Barthes' i>remise of research being a process of in'.'lWry,of searchillg ;eem' p,\itJcularly appJicable

to my inves' ;atiOil. !t':e1my research to have been an explorativ e jcumev. 1.\ 'Wi provided me,not

with conclusions but 'with a numbet;'of quesnons - questions which enrich m} understanding Qf my
v> 'I ,~

pai~lingJand its relatiof. 10 discursive practice ..

My re~>earch lY:gan by explociq~ OOm41f.llltfo.-m8 of perception. with a view to identifying

altefr'.2.tive ways of experiencing pairlting. Tactility provided me with the tools to challenge the

patri21'Chal ,biases inscribed in these d9Jllinant perceptions. lrigmy'fi and Cixous' writings were
),I,

(i inval'.wble in this regard. '.,:;,

/'
i

I pointed out that tactility b:.tSJigured in poststructuqllist, pri'stn),;Jdem and feminist di~ourse in
,:/

ways that offer a challenge tt> opticality. This questioning of opti~1ility in the literature has provided
/.

,i ,me with $upporl tOr my e:tplorotioo in painting. This _suppofl and ream reception of my worlt

(which has generJ11:/ been more nurturing and positive) has strengthened my commitment to my

position, and !wi let( me to realize that those cOmmC"Alts previously directed at 'my work do not

necessarily indicate faults, but may equally point to its most positive characteriStics. this realization
(J

leave.'! me with a wish tc exploit my 'strengths' further, inducing in me the deslre tu carry on and

on ...

11
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1. B~CJ. R. Jm!&e-Music-Text p 197.
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